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You probably packed a little extra for whatever adventures you might encounter on your trip. If you’re not sure of the axle end weight of your vehicle, your RV is most likely overloaded. The new MICHELIN® 305/70R22.5 XRV, with its expanded load capacity*, is ready to take on more weight than ever.
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*The Michelin 305/70R22.5 XRV has a per-axle maximum load capacity of 16,685 lbs in singles and 27,760 lbs in duals at 120 psi cold pressure. You should always weigh each axle and check Michelin’s Load and Inflation Tables to determine proper fitment and air pressure for your vehicle.
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Letters, We Get Letters . . . and Postcards and Emails

Thanks for your emails. We continue to enjoy publishing Roughing It Smoothly* from Monroe, Georgia. In early June, Carolyn and I spent nine days in Louisiana building a story on the surviving sugarcane plantations which thrived in the nineteenth century. The ingenuity of the planters and the opulence of their homes was amazing. The heat and humidity of a Louisiana summer leads me to recommend that you plan your trip to this state in the spring or fall. You might also want to combine the tour of the sugarcane plantations with a visit to the World War II Museum in New Orleans.

Traveling With Your Pets

Surveys show that over half of you travel with your pets. So be sure to read “Traveling With Your Pets” by Dr. John P. Pilarczyk, a veterinarian specializing in small animals who practiced for 38 years in Temple Terrace, Florida. Dr. and Mrs. Pilarczyk traveled in a 2007 Phaeton. If you prefer to use the U.S. Mail, please address your questions to: “Traveling With Your Pets” Roughing It Smoothly* 1403 Cedar Point Way Monroe, GA 30656. You can also send your questions via email to fredthompson1941@hotmail.com. Please enter “Traveling With Pets” in the subject line.

From the Road

To tell us about your experiences on the road, you may use the postcard bound in this issue, send a longer letter to the address at left, or using “From the Road” in the first line, or send an email with “From the Road” in the subject line.
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I am sure all of you are fully aware of the difficult times the RV industry has been through in the last two years. Many RV manufacturers closed their doors permanently. Those who survived had to take stringent steps to preserve their companies. Tiffin Motorhomes was prepared for such a downturn and we are implementing our comeback very carefully.

No one ever likes to slow production down. However, viable companies that are sales driven must cut back production when their customers quit purchasing their products. Companies are forced to lay off employees — which everyone hates to do. Everyone loses: the employees lose some of their income and the companies lose valuable talent and skills.

This was the case at Tiffin Motorhomes. Starting in March 2008, we had to cut production from 13 units a day to 11; then to eight; then to six; and finally to three. Each cut in production demanded a layoff of employees. The layoffs took place over six months. It really hurt me personally to see the effect it had on families as their breadwinners had to accept unemployment compensation or lower paying jobs. It hurt us as a company as we lost talented, skilled, well-trained people. But the fact is, for the sake of the stability and future welfare of the company, you must not produce more than you can sell.

Thankfully, we are now seeing an increased demand for our products. We started gaining a little momentum in Spring 2009. We waited for six months to assess the indicators before we started to increase production.

In the very near future you will be seeing Tiffin’s 2011 models. Keep in touch with your dealer to check on 2011 deliveries.

I am getting a lot of questions about when the Allegro Breeze will be ready. At the Louisville Show last November, we thought we might have the Breeze on dealers’ lots by April. It’s now July. We are extending the chassis development time for the Breeze because we are engineering the problems out of it before it goes to the assembly plant.

We are beginning to start slowly on the assembly line production of the Allegro Breeze. In the chassis shop the Breeze has a separate production line from the chassis being produced for the Bus and Phaeton. We are going to do the same in the assembly plant. The larger Class A coaches have a U-shaped assembly line, requiring two passes through the assembly plant. The Breeze will require only half of the number of workstations needed for the larger Class A’s, and therefore will have an L-shaped assembly line with 12 to 14 workstations. Extra time spent now will produce a better motorhome and much happier Breeze owners.
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I am getting a lot of questions about when the Allegro Breeze will be ready. At the Louisville Show last November, we thought we might have the Breeze on dealers’ lots by April. It’s now July. We are extending the chassis development time for the Breeze because we are engineering the problems out of it before it goes to the assembly plant.
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In the very near future you will be seeing Tiffin’s 2011 models. Keep in touch with your dealer to check on 2011 deliveries. Until next time, keep on “Roughing It Smoothly” and drive safely. Please don’t use your cell phone while driving. Let your passenger do the talking.

Refinance rates as low as 5.99% APR

Refinance your motorhome today at a very competitive rate of 5.99% and start saving on your monthly payments. Essex Credit Corporation has earned a reputation for providing some of the most competitive motorhome financing rates in the industry. We offer one-stop shopping; handling every detail of the transaction — from paying off your current lender to handling your titling & registration. Our service is fast, convenient, flexible, and totally confidential.

Don’t wait — apply online today or call the RV loan specialists at 1-866-377-3548 and mention promo code “tiffin”. Start saving money with your next RV loan payment and enjoy a summer of pure fun!

For purchase transactions or refinance terms longer than 17 years, contact us today for a custom rate quote.

To take advantage of this limited time offer apply online today at: www.essexcredit.com/tiffin

**Estimated APR (Annual Percentage Rate). Subject to loan program requirements and credit approval. Refinancing may apply. The 5.99% Interest rate is available on refinance transactions only on loans amounts $30,000 and greater with minimum 7 year loan term. Other rates and terms are available. Current loan must be open for a minimum of 12 months. Application for credit must be submitted by September 30, 2011 and loan must close by October 14, 2011 to be eligible for the 5.99% refinance interest rate. A 17 year term loan is not available at 5.99% APR. APR’s may vary with amount of down payment. All information for accuracy as of Aug 14, 2011. Rates and terms are subject to change without notice.**
We love the freedom that having less stuff brings while enjoying a wonderful vacation or a long, long trip to see this great country. With all of that said, let’s take a look inside and see if the Allegro Breeze 28BR provided what you downsizes wanted. Ah, yes — a four-step entrance, not six. What? The new dash is a show-stopper!

The Cockpit

The instrumentation and switch presentations are outstanding. The steering wheel does not obstruct one’s view of the instruments at all. The entire upper half of the wheel is an open arc. The gauges use bold white characters against a black background and are readable at night and in any level of daylight. The speedometer takes center position and is flanked on the right by the two air pressure gauges. The left side presents the RPM and fuel gauges. Warning lights are positioned around the top circle of the speedometer. The instrument package is recessed into a black hood that is 19 inches wide and 8 inches high. The upper part of the dash slopes slightly away and provides the location for HVAC ducts on either side of the instruments. The left area also houses switches for the headlamps, windshield wiper/washer, and the parking brake. The upper dash is a handsome matte black.

The lower portion of the dash slopes down and slightly forward. Its light buff matte finish perfectly matches the Halo Leather used on the Flexsteel driver and passenger chairs. On the right side, black lighted toggle switches with an aluminum bezel control the driver and passenger fans, solar and night shades for the windshield, genset start/stop, map light, and radio. On the left side, the toggle switches control engine preheat, auxiliary start, and pedals in/out. The solar and opaque night shades are one-piece motorized units that extend across the entire 90-inch windshield. The pedals in/out control makes it possible for drivers with considerably different heights to comfortably reach the brake and fuel pedals.

The driver’s side panel positions the controls for the mirrors, gear selector, the HWH air leveling system, and a large cupholder. Another surprise: the Breeze does not have jacks; it is leveled by air bags. At ankle level, the side panel has a large map box and a third HVAC duct.

A center console approximately 16 inches wide presents the Triple Vision monitor for the side and rear cameras, a high-end radio, and large radial knobs for the automotive HVAC. An extended tray in the console provides the space for two large cupholders. All of the console instrumentation is framed by an aluminum-color bezel.

The side console for the passenger seat features a map light toggle switch, a large cupholder, a map box, and both 12- and 110-volt outlets. The dashboard offers the passenger two HVAC ducts. The forward vertical panel of the console faces the entry door and houses the switches for the ceiling lights, the 12-volt master control, porch and door outside lights, door and patio awnings, and entry steps.

Saving the best until last, the on-board dash computer has very practical programs. First, an operating checklist prompts the driver to review 18 items before driving the coach. The mode selector allows checking of records on the chassis and house batteries, trip distance meter, engine trip fuel (which deducts the amount used by the generator), average vehicle speed, average fuel economy, generator hours, engine hours, and engine temperature.

The large 19 × 21-inch screened window is protected by a full solar shade, half of the 18 × 27-inch passenger window can be opened while driving and is screened. Both the entry door and the passenger window have full, opaque privacy shades.

The driver and passenger chairs have two hatch storage boxes at ceiling level in the sidewalls. An optional 26-inch LCD television was centered over the dash. It is flanked on the passenger side with an entertainment control center for cable, plus inputs for roof and tripod satellite receivers, and antenna rotator control. The hatch on the driver’s side conceals the wind control panel for the door and patio awnings.

In short, the functionality and design of the cockpit is absolutely superb.

QUALITY & LUXURY COME IN BOTH SIZES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>28BR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine start/stop</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon roof</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-output sound system</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment control center</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended tray in the console</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triple Vision monitor</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting systems</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVAC system</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exterior lighting system</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry door window</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porch and door outside lights</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door and patio awnings</td>
<td>Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind control panel</td>
<td>Included</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In a Zephyr to a Breeze

The mandate was downsized! But don’t take away my amenities. Experienced RVers offered many reasons for downsizing and there were questions, too.

We’re ten years older now and not as willing to change his RVing mode of operation. The user must be cooperative venture. The user must be
taken to the ground.

There are hundreds of record-setting people who downsized. We all have heard the famous maxim: “Less is more.” And it certainly can be — if “less” means efficient, serviceable product design whose operation is intuitive and very functional. “Less is more” is also a cooperative venture. The user must be willing to change his RVing modus operandi.
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The Living-Dining-Galley Area

This area has significant downsizing but still achieves the designer’s goals for a comfortable and efficient living space. How did they do it? Natural light; multi-purpose, custom-designed seating; light cream enamel cabinetry; and storage in all of the right places.

Nothing makes a small area look larger than good lighting. This area has both natural lighting (two huge windows 19 × 46 inches on opposite sides) and ample electrical lighting. Tiffin scored by the word “versatility.” The furniture design can be under four cubic feet that can be enhanced with stacked containers.

—the bed box over the rear engine is 60 × 75 × 23.5 inches. It accommodates over each compartment.

The Bathroom

Another piece of very functional design! The bed box over the rear engine is 60 × 75.5 × 23.5 inches. It accommodates over each compartment.

The Bedroom

Another piece of very functional design! The bed box over the rear engine is 60 × 75.5 × 23.5 inches. It accommodates over each compartment.

The Bath

Again, ingenuity created generous spaces. It’s a walk-through bath with sectioned off privacy afforded by two translucent sliding glass doors with sturdy 1.5 × 4-inch frames with enamel paint to match the cabinets. To keep the floor lower, Tiffin engineers allowed the wheel wells to extend four inches up into the cabin area. In the forward area, the driver’s and passenger’s chairs are located above the front wheel wells. The shower and toilet-lavatory compartments are positioned over the fully concealed rear wheel wells. To provide extra headroom, large skylights were located over each compartment.

A vanity with solid surface countertop and lavatory, storage underneath for towels, three curved shelves for toiletries, a medicine cabinet and two mirrors, a Therford foot-flush toilet, three towel racks, and a hand towel ring make this compartment perfect for the Phaeton. A 26-inch Panasonic HD-ready Panasonic televisions and sound equipment. The surround sound system is optional on the Breeze.

There are three 26-inch Panasonic HD televisions in the reviewed Breeze. HDMI televisions in the reviewed Breeze. The surround sound system is optional on the Breeze.

The Mid-section TV is standard. The overhead cabinets in the living room area offer 13 cubic feet of storage. The driver’s chair can make a 165-degree turn to put another seat into the conversation pit. The optional surround sound system can inject soft background music for your relaxation and pleasure, or bounce you out of your seat with the volume that makes an exciting DVD movie come to life.

Of course, downsizing means a smaller galley, too. But this one steps up to the job with all of the features you had in your Phaeton: a 2-burner cooktop with an outside vented exhaust, stainless steel sink, microwave-convection oven, four barrel lights above the solid surface countertop. Storage? Try 3.5 cubic feet directly over the countertop; three large stacked drawers, three more smaller ones (17 × 7.6 × 5.5 inches), and three more smaller ones (17 × 7.6 × 5.5 inches), perfect for table cloth, place mats, and other table service items. The 38-inch oval table can serve four (seat belts for two), and it can quickly knock down for another bed for children or one adult. Three lights are recessed into the overhead storage cabinet. The overhead cabinets in the living room area offer 13 cubic feet of storage. The driver’s chair can make a 165-degree turn to put another seat into the conversation pit.

The optional surround sound system can inject soft background music for your relaxation and pleasure, or bounce you out of your seat with the volume that makes an exciting DVD movie come to life. Of course, downsizing means a smaller galley, too. But this one steps up to the job with all of the features you had in your Phaeton: a 2-burner cooktop with an outside vented exhaust, stainless steel sink, microwave-convection oven, four barrel lights above the solid surface countertop. Storage? Try 3.5 cubic feet directly over the countertop; three large stacked drawers, three more smaller ones (17 × 7.6 × 5.5 inches), perfect for table cloth, place mats, and other table service items. The 38-inch oval table can serve four (seat belts for two), and it can quickly knock down for another bed for children or one adult. Three lights are recessed into the overhead storage cabinet. The overhead cabinets in the living room area offer 13 cubic feet of storage. The driver’s chair can make a 165-degree turn to put another seat into the conversation pit. The optional surround sound system can inject soft background music for your relaxation and pleasure, or bounce you out of your seat with the volume that makes an exciting DVD movie come to life.

Of course, downsizing means a smaller galley, too. But this one steps up to the job with all of the features you had in your Phaeton: a 2-burner cooktop with an outside vented exhaust, stainless steel sink, microwave-convection oven, four barrel lights above the solid surface countertop. Storage? Try 3.5 cubic feet directly over the countertop; three large stacked drawers, three more smaller ones (17 × 7.6 × 5.5 inches), perfect for table cloth, place mats, and other table service items. The 38-inch oval table can serve four (seat belts for two), and it can quickly knock down for another bed for children or one adult. Three lights are recessed into the overhead storage cabinet. The overhead cabinets in the living room area offer 13 cubic feet of storage. The driver’s chair can make a 165-degree turn to put another seat into the conversation pit. The optional surround sound system can inject soft background music for your relaxation and pleasure, or bounce you out of your seat with the volume that makes an exciting DVD movie come to life.
modates a queen-size width mattress with a 75-inch length. At the forward end of the box are four large drawers, each 22.5 inches wide with varying lengths and depths. In the middle of the bed box, the design engineers built 4.8 cubic feet of storage space. The mattress platform lifts easily with air struts.

Each side of the bed has cabinetry for a closet that is 19.5” deep × 12” wide × 44.5” high. Under each closet is a 13.5”-inch wide bedside cabinet with 110-volt service. Each cabinet has a drawer 5.5” wide × 23” long × 7” deep, plus a storage area under the drawer that offers 2.65 cubic feet.

The bedroom’s side walls have residential-style baseboards and chair rails. The wallpaper above the chair rail is a subtle tone that is accented with dark brown pillows with brown with philodendron leaf prints, under the rail. The bed comforter is light brown with a rain-washed pattern contrasted with a light cream and brown dappled patchwork pattern. The wallpaper above the chair rail is a textured pattern with a rain-washed effect.

The Chassis, Infrastructure, and Outside Storage

Today most Class A motorhomes are built on common chassis manufactured by four companies. The Breeze is built on a custom-designed Powerglide chassis that was integrally designed for this coach. Every component in the chassis infrastructure is specifically located for a reason—usually overall balance or proximity to the supported item in the coach itself. As with the larger Powerglide chassis built for the Allegro Bus, the new technology of multiplexed cables is used for excellent reliability and a much smaller, more efficient wiring harness. The chassis rails, outriggers, and the basement framing are all assembled with huck bolts, each one individually installed at a measured PSI and individually torqued. Even though the basement was downsized, pass-through storage was retained since that is one of the most popular features on Tiffin’s large Class A coaches. Beginning at the entry door, let’s do an outside tour. Accessing convenient storage quickly, the first basement door opens up a cavity of 7.8 cubic feet. It is 64” deep × 20” wide × 10.5” high. The second door presents the pass-through storage area with 19.8 cubic feet of space. The third, fourth, and fifth doors give access to the wet tanks, cooling infrastructure, and the chassis batteries and electrical infrastructure. All are side-opening doors.

The large one-piece door in the rear cap is supported by air struts and lifts up completely out of the way to access the engine’s service points, all easily viewed and reached. The rear cap and door are really a nice piece of design and engineering.

From the rear and moving up the driver’s side, the first door offers a storage area of 3.7 cubic feet. The second door houses the 50-amp service cord. The utility service bay behind the third door is completely engineered to include every component found in Tiffin’s large coaches, even the outside shower and the paper towel holder. It makes shore hookups really easy.

Driving the Allegro Breeze

In the last issue of Roughing It Smoothly, Bob Tiffin offered a very thorough driving report for the Breeze. His report follows:

I took an active role in personally testing the prototype by driving it approximately 500 miles. Its handling characteristics are very similar to our front engine gas models. The steering is very responsive. If you have been driving a Phaeton or a Bus, it may take a little getting used to. In a high-wind situation, you may get moved around just a bit, but that can also happen with larger coaches. Overall I was well-satisfied with the way the Breeze handled. Keep in mind that the prototype I tested had leaf springs, but the production models will have independent air-ride suspension which will certainly make it handle better.

The Breeze stops better and quicker than anything we build today and without any nosediving. Its acceleration is very good—no problem with ramp acceleration to merge into interstate traffic or with moving into the passing lane to get around slower traffic. We towed a 4,000-pound Chevy Malibu for 70 miles and could hardly tell the car was back there during acceleration, cruising, and braking.

In a separate test, I drove 101 miles to test fuel economy. For those of you who are familiar with the area, I left Red Bay, drove through Belmont, and got on the Natchez Trace to the Tennessee River bridge. Then I followed Gunnison Road into Florence, turned south on US 43 to Russellville where I went through the downtown area to catch all of the traffic lights, and finally back to Red Bay on SR 24. I was not towing and did not have any significant cargo. The result was 14.22 mpg. I drove the speed limit on every segment of the trip, but did not get over 65 anywhere. Not bad for a diesel engine that had less than 5,000 miles on it. I will speculate at this point that the Breeze will get between 13 and 16 mpg, depending on load and individual driving habits.

Just a few more features that may interest you: we chose a V-8 MaxForce International diesel engine built by Navistar. It has 215-hp with 560 lb.-ft. of torque at 1400 rpm. That in itself is a formula for good fuel economy. The size of this engine will ensure it from the ultra-additive requirement that affects our larger brands with the Cummins diesel engines. We used a 6-kw Onan Quiet Diesel generator that will provide power for everything in the coach.

I think the Breeze will satisfy a very significant market demand. What is really satisfying to me is — I think we may be in a class by ourselves!
SPECIFICATIONS: Model tested 2011 Allegro Breeze 28 BR, One Slide

Pricing to be announced through our dealers in the near future.

STANDARD FEATURES

Structural
Laminated Floor, sidewall, and roof
Steel / aluminum reinforced structure
Full one-piece fiberglass roof cap

Automotive
Allison 1000 MH 6-speed transmission
Navistar MaxxForce 7 V8 engine
560 lb-ft torque @ 1400 rpm
Cruise control with steering wheel controls

Fog lights
Daytime running lights
Emergency start switch

Exterior
Fiberglass front & rear caps
Timed one-piece windshield
6.0 Onan diesel generator
Two 13,500 BTU low profile roof Coleman AC (high efficiency)
Quiet AC roof-ducted system
Single electric step
1/8-inch thick single pane windows
Horizontal mounted awnings
Heated power mirrors
Gal-coat fiberglass walls
Full body paint
Paint protective film
Exterior patio lights
Poweraw door awning
Slide-out awning
Automatic Level Air system
Convenient access doors with gas shocks
Aluminum windows
Single handle lockable storage door latches
Heated water and holding tank compartments
Two ft auxiliary batteries
Park telephone ready
Hi-def retaining TV antenna
Cable ready TV
50-amp service
Battery Minder Plus
Black holding tank flush system
Exterior tire house/shower
Rear and side view cameras with color dash monitor
110v exterior receptacle
110v / 12v converter
Undercoating
Aluminum roof

Drivers’ Compartment
Step switch and 12v disconnect switch
Non-powered cloth passenger & driver seats (Flexsteel®)
Lighted instrument panel

Frame design – Low floor, one-piece construction
Anti-locking braking system – Stand- and 4-wheel anti-lock brakes (front and rear) – Modified air ride
Shock absorbers – Sachs custom tuned
Aires – Heavy-duty Dana E-1007W
Front, Dana 515-130 Rear Leveling, HWH Level Air system

CONSTRUCTION

Body – Laminated floor, sidewalls, roof
Roof – One-piece fiberglass cap
Support – Steel/aluminum reinforced structure
Front/to rear body panels – One-piece fiberglass caps
Exterior side panels – Gal-coat fiberglass walls

ACCOMMODATIONS

Sleeps – Six adults
Fuel tank – 75 gallons
Fresh water – 72 gallons
Black water – 33 gallons
Grey water – 55 gallons
LPG tank – 24 gallons (can be filled to 80% capacity)

MSRP* MSRP is the manufacturer’s suggested retail price and does not include dealer prep or options. Manufacturer reserves the right to change or discontinue models offered, standard features, optional equipment, and prices without prior notice. Dealer prices may vary.

UWW This is the approximate weight of the vehicle with a full fuel tank, engine oil, and coolants. The UWW does not include cargo, fresh water, LP gas, passengers, or dealer-installed accessories.

DEALERS To locate the Tiffin dealer nearest you, go to www.tiffinmotorhomes.com and click on “dealer locator.” If internet access is not available, call 256-356-8661 and ask the operator for the Tiffin dealer location nearest to you.

PLEASE NOTE All options may not be available on all models. Because of progressive improvements made in a model year, specifications, and standard and optional equipment are subject to change without notice or obligation.

For the ultimate motorcoach lifestyle, visit our Signature Resort at Bay Harbor.

With a Signature Guest Pass, your reward is a complimentary 3-day, 2-night stay* at our luxury Motorcoach Resort at Bay Harbor.

Be our guest and share the ultimate motorcoach lifestyle in one of the most beautiful vacation areas in America. Just make a reservation, and we’ll supply all the fun with our clubhouse, spa, swimming pool, tennis courts, walking trails, and 9-hole putting course. Of course, there’s a lot more with nearly championship golf, boating, fishing, horseback riding and sophisticated dining and shopping in picturesque Northwest Michigan. Your only obligation is to enjoy yourself and tell your friends about us. Contact us online or by phone. Spaces will fill up fast, so book early.

Bay Harbor Motorcoach Resort
5505 US 31 South
Bay Harbor, Michigan 877.348.2401

Signature RV Resorts
SignatureRVResorts.com

*Only one Guest Pass may be used per family. Some restrictions may apply. Visit the website for details. Offer good through October 31, 2011.
When Sugarcane Was King

by Carolyn and Fred Thompson

A Brief History of the Land

Louisiana’s River Road today is a narrow two-lane that follows the wide Mississippi on both sides, using several different county route numbers. With views constantly blocked by the protective levees, the road is no longer a scenic drive that includes the river. In fact, the opposite side of the river roads are not scenic either. The great houses on the plantations we came to visit, which each often occupied thousands of acres, have become oases in a melange of refineries, storage tanks, small towns, and occasional restaurants. But these oases offer fascinating histories of their own, when a diverse multi-cultural society whose planters with inventiveness, good agrarian practices, ingenuity business management, and slave labor successfully produced sugar in a sub-tropic climate.

Louisiana was first explored and claimed for France in 1682 when the French explorer Sieur de La Salle descended the Mississippi from the Great Lakes. He named it “Louisiana” for the young king when the French explorer Sieur de La Salle descended the Mississippi River to its mouth in 1542 in an effort to return to Mexico after the explorer’s death near Memphis. But they had no interest in claiming the area for Spain.

In 1714 Louis Antoine Juchereau de St. Denis, a French-Canadian, founded Fort St. Jean Baptiste, the first permanent settlement in Louisiana, which is present-day Natchitoches. Three years later, the area saw a period of growth and development under the auspices of the Company of the West, an elaborate colonization scheme endorsed by the French government which ultimately created a significant drain on France’s economy. New Orleans was built as a company town and by 1721 had a population of 370. In the 1720s French settlers acquired a Spanish land grant on the property now occupied by the Houmas House Plantation, and were living in the area with the Houmas Indians.

The French government decided its territories west of the Mississippi River were too remote and unprofitable, and in 1762 ceded the area to Spain. Twenty-three months went by before the colonists learned they were no longer French subjects. In 1763, the Louisiana Territory of 828,800 square miles was ceded to the U.S. as their customer, but certainly not their government. Aware of the treaty through intelligence sources, President Jefferson which would have required two Transatlantic crossings. They signed the treaty on April 2, 1803. The purchase was announced to the American public on July 4, 1803. The Louisiana Territory of 828,800 square miles was ceded to the U.S. on December 20, 1803, just three weeks after France took possession of the territory from Spain.

The French Cultural Influence

Most of the planters of Southern Louisiana deeply resented the sale of “their country” to the United States. They regarded the U.S. as their customer, but certainly not their government. They treasured their Creole heritage and culture. Their language of choice was French and the wealthier families sent their children to France for secondary and advanced education. As more Americans came to Southern Louisiana to seek their fortunes, cultural compromise slowly evolved, producing irreversible social change. Norman Marmillion, president of the Laura Plantation Company and tour guide extraordinaire, noted that the change was readily seen in the architecture of the planters’ homes. “The French Creole houses, San Francisco and Laura, for example, were ornate and painted with bright colors. As the Anglo planters built their houses from the mid- to late-nineteenth century, they painted their Greek Revival homes all white,” he said.

The Growth of the Sugarcane Industry

The Southern Louisiana climate was at best marginally suited to sugar cultivation, but the plants thrived over 250 years ago. In late May, Norm called to say they couldn’t make the trip because Billie had just had surgery and won’t be ready for the trip until a transfer of power to France on November 30, 1803. Aware of the treaty through intelligence sources, President Jefferson sent James Monroe to France in 1801 to negotiate the sale of the port of New Orleans to relieve conflict between the two countries over their previous-agreements to permit U.S. industrial and agricultural shipments coming down the Mississippi River to proceed to the Atlantic coast and international destinations. Napoleon refused to negotiate with Livingston although the U.S. was prepared to pay $10 million. Jefferson decided to send James Monroe in March 1803. Just days before he arrived in Paris, France’s foreign minister offered the entire territory for $15 million. Surprised, but afraid they would lose the deal they needed to secure New Orleans, the two emissaries accepted on April 30 without taking the time to consult with President Jefferson which would have required two Transatlantic crossings. They signed the treaty on April 2, 1803. The purchase was announced to the American public on July 4, 1803. The Louisiana Territory of 828,800 square miles was ceded to the U.S. on December 20, 1803, just three weeks after France took possession of the territory from Spain.

The industry revived itself following Boré’s success. By 1812 when Louisiana entered the Union as a slave state, over 100 plantations were exporting their sugar to both American and European markets. By 1827 there were 308 sugar plantations which required 21,000 slaves. Just three years later there were 691 plantations and 36,000 slaves. The introduction of steam-powered grinding machines in 1822 boosted the potential for productivity and allowed planters to expand cultivation, confirming their new technology could grind their cane before the first hard freeze.

Nevertheless, the process for converting cane juice to sugar during the first third of the century was tedious and time-consuming. During harvest at Destrehan, the day was divided into four watches of six hours each, operating under the theory there would be fewer injuries and mistakes if no one was overworked. Sugar growers in Louisiana had to find new methods for growing and processing cane to make it a dependable and profitable crop.

The Jesuits seem to have been the first growers who planted a significant quantity of sugarcane in 1742, most of which was converted into syrup. The first sugar mill was built in 1758, but this and other mills produced an inferior product.

There were setbacks. Weather and the ravages in processing the sugarcane often caused huge losses. By the late 1760s sugar production in the state had almost ceased. After the slave rebellion and revolution in France-controlled Haiti in the 1790s, many sugar growers and sugar masters from the plantations with experience in the granulation process escaped to New Orleans. Two of these refugees began to work with Étienne de Boré, a brother-in-law of Jean Noel Destrehan (see sidebar and Destrehan plantation stories). Étienne’s success in 1795 led Jean Noel to convert the Destrehan Plantation from indigo to sugar. By 1803 he was shipping 200,000 pounds of sugar.

The industry revived itself following Boré’s success. By 1812 when Louisiana entered the Union as a slave state, over 100 plantations were exporting their sugar to both American and European markets. By 1827 there were 308 sugar plantations which required 21,000 slaves. Just three years later there were 691 plantations and 36,000 slaves. The introduction of steam-powered grinding machines in 1822 boosted the potential for productivity and allowed planters to expand cultivation, confirming their new technology could grind their cane before the first hard freeze.

Nevertheless, the process for converting cane juice to sugar during the first third of the century was tedious and time-consuming. During harvest at Destrehan, the day was divided into four watches of six hours each, operating under the theory there would be fewer injuries and mistakes if no one was overworked.

By 1830 the Southern Louisiana climate was at best marginally suited to sugar cultivation, but the plants thrived over 250 years ago. In late May, Norm called to say they couldn’t make the trip because Billie had just had surgery and wouldn’t be ready for the trip until a transfer of power to France on November 30, 1803. Aware of the treaty through intelligence sources, President Jefferson sent James Monroe to France in 1801 to negotiate the sale of the port of New Orleans to relieve conflict between the two countries over their previous agreements to permit U.S. industrial and agricultural shipments coming down the Mississippi River to proceed to the Atlantic coast and international destinations. Napoleon refused to negotiate with Livingston although the U.S. was prepared to pay $10 million. Jefferson decided to send James Monroe in March 1803. Just days before he arrived in Paris, France’s foreign minister offered the entire territory for $15 million. Surprised, but afraid they would lose the deal they needed to secure New Orleans, the two emissaries accepted on April 30 without taking the time to consult with President Jefferson which would have required two Transatlantic crossings. They signed the treaty on April 2, 1803. The purchase was announced to the American public on July 4, 1803. The Louisiana Territory of 828,800 square miles was ceded to the U.S. on December 20, 1803, just three weeks after France took possession of the territory from Spain.

The French Cultural Influence

Most of the planters of Southern Louisiana deeply resented the sale of “their country” to the United States. They regarded the U.S. as their customer, but certainly not their government. They treasured their Creole heritage and culture. Their language of choice was French and the wealthier families sent their children to France for secondary and advanced education. As more Americans came to Southern Louisiana to seek their fortunes, cultural compromise slowly evolved, producing irreversible social change. Norman Marmillion, president of the Laura Plantation Company and tour guide extraordinaire, noted that the change was readily seen in the architecture of the planters’ homes. “The French Creole houses, San Francisco and Laura, for example, were ornate and painted with bright colors. As the Anglo planters built their houses from the mid- to late-nineteenth century, they painted their Greek Revival homes all white,” he said.

The Growth of the Sugarcane Industry

The Southern Louisiana climate was at best marginally suited for producing sugarcane. Successfully grown for over 200 years in the island countries of the Caribbean, the nineteenth century varieties required a frost-free growing season of at least 250 days. Sugar growers in Louisiana had to find new methods for growing and processing cane to make it a dependable and profitable crop.

The Jesuits seem to have been the first growers who planted a significant quantity of sugarcane in 1742, most of which was converted into syrup. The first sugar mill was built in 1758, but this and other mills produced an inferior product.

There were setbacks. Weather and the ravages in processing the sugarcane often caused huge losses. By the late 1760s sugar production in the state had almost ceased. After the slave rebellion and revolution in France-controlled Haiti in the 1790s, many sugar growers and sugar masters from the plantations with experience in the granulation process escaped to New Orleans. Two of these refugees began to work with Étienne de Boré, a brother-in-law of Jean Noel Destrehan (see sidebar and Destrehan plantation stories). Étienne’s success in 1795 led Jean Noel to convert the Destrehan Plantation from indigo to sugar. By 1803 he was shipping 200,000 pounds of sugar.

The industry revived itself following Boré’s success. By 1812 when Louisiana entered the Union as a slave state, over 100 plantations were exporting their sugar to both American and European markets. By 1827 there were 308 sugar plantations which required 21,000 slaves. Just three years later there were 691 plantations and 36,000 slaves. The introduction of steam-powered grinding machines in 1822 boosted the potential for productivity and allowed planters to expand cultivation, confirming their new technology could grind their cane before the first hard freeze.

Nevertheless, the process for converting cane juice to sugar during the first third of the century was tedious and time-consuming. During harvest at Destrehan, the day was divided into four watches of six hours each, operating under the theory there would be fewer injuries and mistakes if no one was overworked.
tired. Other plantations worked twelve to eighteen hours straight during grinding. The plantation cooks provided the slaves with food and coffee. Destrehan used banks of four open kettles of graduated size, all arranged in line over a brick fire pit. The fresh juice from the grinding mill began in the largest kettle called the “grande.” As it boiled down, it was transferred to the “flambeau” kettle where lime was added and foam and other debris was skimmed from the top. Next, the clarified juice went to the “sugar” kettle where it was thickened. The last stop was the smallest kettle, called the “batterie” because the surface of the liquid was beaten with paddles to keep it from foaming over the top of the kettle. As the sugar crystals appeared, the mixture was removed from the heat to cool. After the last of the liquid, called molasses, was drained away, the brown raw sugar was placed in hogsheads for shipment to New Orleans sugar factories.

It took two to four cords of wood to make a barrel of sugar. Amazingly, it took 200 gallons of sugarcane juice to make each gallon of saleable raw sugar extracted from the “batterie” kettle. Sometimes around Christmas, the fires were extinguished, the sugar house and grinding house were cleaned, and a two-week vacation was declared.

With careful management and a certain amount of luck and educated gambling on how long to wait before harvesting, planters could make big profits. The first territorial governor, William C. C. Claiborne, reported to President Jefferson that the “facility with which the sugar planters amass wealth is almost incredible.” He went on to note that planters who made fairly modest investments could net $14,000 annually. The Louisiana Gazette cited an 800-acre plantation with 60 hands that fairly modest investments could net $14,000 annually. The planters who wanted to serve the growing demand for white sugar invested in the evacuation technology and clarification equipment that produced large and brilliant sugar crystals. Norbert Rillieux developed an alternative method of processing that utilized the heat generated by the exhaust of a steam engine rather than the direct heat of a furnace. In 1843 he patented his multiple-effect vacuum pan. It minimized the risk of scorching the sugar and maintained a lower average temperature than open kettles. The quality and quantity surpassed all other methods. By 1860 the productive thrust of the Louisiana sugar industry lay in the hands of two wealthy planters and 500 elite sugar masters who controlled over two thirds of the slaves and available acreage in the state. The number of slaves in cane production had reached nearly 300,000 and crop value was $30 million.

The beginning of the Civil War ended an era for Louisiana sugar plantations. Prices fell, credit was scarce, and the Union Army destroyed everything that might have been of any use to the South. The number of sugar producing plantations decreased from twelve hundred in 1861 to seventy-five at the end of the war. It took a new beginning and two decades for the industry to recover. The efficient technology which had evolved by 1860 continued to improve. But its cost and capability to process large volumes of sugarcane led to commercially run plantations, each with thousands of acres. The days of the independent plantations were numbered. Large factories, greater efficiency, and better sugar recovery methods were indicators of progress, but a few small plantations continued to survive.

The increased capacity fostered consolidation both in the number of plantations and factories. The ability to transport the cane by rail enabled many successful growers to increase their plantings from hundreds to thousands of acres. The “central factory” concept, popularized by Leon Gochaux, contributed to the expansion of the industry. In 1901 the first oil well was drilled in Jennings. Today Louisiana ranks second in the nation in oil production. As the oil industry developed, some of the world’s most productive agricultural land was transferred to new uses as the region between the state’s capital and its primary port city became the largest petrochemical complex in the world. The land once used for sugarcane was sold for new uses that usually resulted in the demolition of the plantations’ great architecture and landscapes.

In 1912 a decline began in the Louisiana sugar industry that lasted for more than a quarter of a century. A severe drought and a siege of the dreaded mosaic disease caused sugar production to fall from 290,000 tons in 1922 to 88,000 tons in 1927. Then, the great flood of 1927 struck a near knock-out blow to the individually owned plantations that were left. Struggling to come back, the industry developed new cane varieties resistant to the mosaic disease. Higher levees were built to contain the river. But fortunes plunged again as the country fell into the grip of the Great Depression and sugar became a luxury for the few.

Since World War II the Louisiana sugar industry has risen again. But this time a few large corporations perform the bulk of sugar cultivation as vertical integration has taken over. Today three landmarks of the industry remain: the expansive cane fields, occasional sugar houses, and a scattering of the great, proud mansions along the river that have survived to tell the story—a story of the hard, physical labor by the masses and the luxurious lifestyle enjoyed by the few.

Note

1. Harper’s Weekly’s exchanges supplied through the courtesy of Norman Macmillian, president, Laura Plantation Company.
2. The word Creole is a derivative of the Spanish Creola, which means “native born.” The term was used to denote children of European parentage who were born in America. French Creoles viewed their new American countrymen with disdain, claiming they had no refinement at all. Socially, French Creoles kept to themselves during the nine months on the plantation. When they went to New Orleans for the “Season,” they retreated to the Old Square where the French language and old ways prevailed. The word also was applied to other nationalities whose parents came from Germany, Spain, or Africa. Therefore, you had German Creoles, Spanish Creoles, and African Creoles. The term Mulatto applied to the first-generation offspring of a black person and a white person.
3. “Sugar and Louisiana Plantation.” Specials, $1.50 at Destrehan Gift Shop.
4. An hopewell was a barrow. Sources show there were two sizes: 1,150 and 1,500 pounds.
5. Louisiana Gazette, September 19, 1806.
7. Ibid., 33–34.

Crushing cane, from Harper’s Weekly, 1883.
Inside a sugar mill, from Harper’s Weekly, 1883.
When Jean Baptiste Destrehan came to Louisiana in the 1730s, he held strong ties to the French financial community in Paris. He soon was appointed treasurer of the Louisiana colony. He married in 1746 to Destrehan, and felt he needed to build a grand house that would reflect his inheritance, and later married Celeste de Logny's father’s estate. When Judge Pierre Rost died in 1868, his family was not spared. Their middle son Emile purchased the plantation from a land speculator, Thomas Macon. The plantation was sold to the Mexican Petroleum Company in 1914 and became the site of an oil refinery. Destrehan was later sold to Standard Oil of Indiana, which eventually merged into the American Oil Company. The oil refinery became obsolete and was dismantled, and the plantation home stood empty, subject to the ravages of the elements and the thievery of those looking for treasure in the abandoned home. Today, the Destrehan Plantation House and surrounding buildings have been restored due to the efforts of the River Road Historical Society and the support of the American Oil Company. Now furnished with authentic Louisiana 18th and 19th century antiques, and listed on the National Register of Historic Places, Destrehan is the oldest documented plantation house in the lower Mississippi Valley.

When Jean Baptiste Destrehan came to Louisiana in the 1730s, he held strong ties to the French financial community in Paris. He soon was appointed treasurer of the Louisiana colony. He married in 1746 and had seven children as heirs to his considerable estate when he died in 1765. His youngest son, Jean Noel, purchased a plantation in St. Charles Parish with his inheritance, and later married Celeste de Logny whose family lived only two miles away from Jean Noel’s indigo plantation. Celeste’s father, Robin de Logny, was quite proud of the marriage of his daughter to Destrehan, and felt he needed to build a grand house that would reflect his newfound social standing in the Creole community. De Logny signed a contract in 1787 to build a 60 x 35 foot house using cypress and brick in the West Indies style, completely encircled with a 12-foot balustraded gallery. The house was built on 10-foot brick piers. The original house had six rooms on the main floor and six upstairs, and was insulated with mud and Spanish moss. De Logny did not get to live in his grand house for long, as he died in 1792. When the house was sold at auction, Jean Noel Destrehan submitted the winning bid and in 1793 moved into the house built by his father-in-law, along with Celeste and their three children. Their new home became known as the Destrehan Plantation House. The couple eventually had 14 children with the last being born in 1808. Jean Noel added On November 5, 1771, he married Jeanne Marguerite Marie Destrehan des Tours, a member of the prominent and wealthy Louisiana family. After marriage, he and his bride returned to Louisiana in 1776 and settled in a new house Charles Parish where he embarked upon an agricultural career planting indigo. After a couple of years of drought and insects attacking the plants, Boné and other planters were on the verge of bankruptcy. Although he knew historically the production of granulated sugar had been a failure in Louisiana, Boné was determined to give it a chance. The Jesuits had first introduced sugarcane into Louisiana to make molasses, but it never developed into a commercial crop because attempts to crystallize the syrup into granules had failed. Obtaining seed cane from two of the Spanish growers, he planted a crop. Boné and his slaves worked hard planting and harvesting the cane, digging irrigation ditches to bring water from the Mississippi River into the fields. It was a small operation compared to most of the plantations. He set up a sugar mill and used the Spanish method of making molasses, but Boné wanted to go a step further and granulate the molasses into raw sugar. After experimentation and hard work, Boné was delighted as he stood in the drying room of the sugar house while his first crop of sugarcane was drying as granulated brown sugar. His methods had finally succeeded in crystallizing the syrup into sugar granules. Louisiana planter Jean Étienne de Boné became the first to granulate sugar in the colony in 1795. After proving sugar could be granulated, Boné then granulated sugar on a commercial scale in Audubon Park. He sold his 1796 crop for $12,000. His success in granulating sugar on a substantial scale caused a rapid shift of planters from indigo to sugarcane and completely revolutionized sugarcane agriculture in Louisiana.

Jean Étienne de Boré: Spawning an Industry

Jean Étienne de Boré played a major role in the birth of the granulated sugar business in Louisiana. Born in Kaskaskia, Illinois, on December 18, 1741, he was educated in France. In 1766, he was appointed as First Deputy of New Orleans and the other three men to the council, signed by Jefferson, is on display at the Destrehan Plantation House. His later focus was on educating the young. The Destrehan Plantation House was seized by the Union Army during the Civil War. The property was given back to Rost, who had returned from France. When Judge Pierre Rost died in 1868, his son Emile purchased the plantation from his father’s estate. Destrehan continued to be a profitable sugarcane business until 1910, when the sugar mill burned. Emile sold the property to a land speculator, Thomas Macon. The plantation was sold to the Mexican Petroleum Company in 1914 and became the site of an oil refinery. Destrehan was later sold to Standard Oil of Indiana, which eventually merged into the American Oil Company. The oil refinery became obsolete and was dismantled, and the plantation home stood empty, subject to the ravages of the elements and the thievery of those looking for treasure in the abandoned home. Today, the Destrehan Plantation House and surrounding buildings have been restored due to the efforts of the River Road Historical Society and the support of the American Oil Company. Now furnished with authentic Louisiana 18th and 19th century antiques, and listed on the National Register of Historic Places, Destrehan is the oldest documented plantation house in the lower Mississippi Valley.

Above left: The original house was a 60 x 35 foot structure completely encircled by a 12-foot balustraded gallery to provide shading from the hot Louisiana summers. The side wings were added in 1812. The Creole build- ing was altered in 1840 to conform to the classical style. Below left: Filled with Spanish moss, the mattresses became lumpy during the night and had to be smoothed daily for comfortable sleeping. The large, heavy rolling pin attached to the headboard was rolled over the mattress by servants and returned to its mount after use. Note the prayer chair at the foot of the bed used by the family members as they said their rosaries. * The mahogany gaming table in the center of the parlor belonged to the Pierre Rost family, four-owners of Destrehan. The grand pocket doors unite the two parlors into one large room for entertaining. The mahogany bed, an American full-tester, dates to the 1840s. Henderson's somewhat controver- nal will left the estate unsettled for some time, but the property was again owned and occupied by the Destrehan family when Jean Noel’s daughter, Louise, and her husband, Pierre Rost, purchased the home from Henderson’s estate in 1840. Rost became Judge Rost when he was seated on the Louisiana Supreme Court in 1845. The family bought a home in New Orleans where they lived during the time that court was in session. In 1853, New Orleans suffered the largest epidemic of yellow fever ever recorded in that town with over 12,000 deaths caused by the disease. The Rost family was not spared. Their middle child, Lydia, died at the age of 17, and her younger brother, Henri, died just days later of the same illness. With the onset of the Civil War, Judge Rost took his entire family to France. During the war, the Destrehan Plantation House was seized by the Union Army and taken over by the Bureau of Negro Labor, with freed men brought there to work on the plantation. Any profits went to the U.S. Treasury. In 1865, a Home Colony was established at Destrehan, providing housing and training for 700 freed slaves. The Colony disbanded in 1867, and the property was given back to Rost, who had returned from France. When Judge Pierre Rost died in 1868, his son Emile purchased the plantation from his father’s estate.

Notice: For dates and time of operation for the six plantations featured in this story, see page 51: Plantations are not open for tours on major holidays including Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years Day, and Mardi Gras. Admission fees range from $15 to $20 per person.
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With its gingerbread trim and ornate embellishments, the San Francisco Plantation House stands out as an exceptional example of a galleryed home built in the old Creole style. Listed as a National Historic Landmark, it features an immense roof of ornate Victorian design. The house has a simple ground floor, with a double stairway leading to the second floor gallery and main living area. Fluted wood columns with Corinthian capitals support the overhanging deck. The house is flanked on both sides by tall cisterns, each holding 8500 gallons, that provided gravity-fed water to the home. Approximately 85 percent of the window glass is original and was poured and kilned on the property. The exterior style has been referred to as “Steamboat Gothic,” and actually does resemble a Mississippi riverboat.

Edmond Marmillion began building his mansion in the mid 1850s, planning to erect a structure that could be seen and admired from the adjacent Mississippi River. It is thought that the original home on the plantation was destroyed by a levee break that occurred in 1852. The new house was completed in 1856; unfortunately, Edmond died that same year. Edmond's death occurred for the Marmillions and the sugarcane industry.

When the onset of the Civil War in 1861, immediate change occurred for the Marmillions and the sugarcane industry. Charles, Valsin's younger brother, served in the Confederate Army and, in addition to being wounded, was twice taken priso-
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occurred among them, with only one country doctor available, the medical care was provided by the plantation family. Children and young members of the Creole families living along the Mississippi River usually found other means of occupation among family members as well as creating burdens on those who had greater responsibilities in the business.

Not all time and effort was spent working. The Locoul family had a chicken house and pig pen along with a vegetable garden nearby. A third child, Louis, had little interest in field operations, and their only daughter, Elisabeth continued as manager of the plantation property.

The plantation property was initially a land grant awarded to Duparc by Thomas Jefferson in appreciation of his military and community service after the completion of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803. Duparc immediately set about buying surrounding land and establishing a sugarcane business. The Creole-styled manor house was begun in 1804, and completed in 11 months by highly skilled, trained slaves of Senegalese descent who were rented from their masters in New Orleans. Each of 72 brick columns supporting the first floor rises eight feet above ground level and rests on a submerged pyramid of bricks that prevents it from sinking in the loamy soil. The superstructure is built of cypress inlaid with brick. All materials were acquired locally. With a plaster interior and a stucco exterior, the house was brightly painted in hues of red, green, ochre, and gray. An adjacent formal garden, recently reproduced, was installed to enhance the enjoyment of the grounds surrounding the home. The plantation, with its surviving outbuildings and six slave quarters, is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

Duparc died at age 52, before his first sugar cane crop was harvested, and a long era of management by the women of the Creole family began. His wife, Nanette Prud’Homme Duparc, inherited the property and managed the business for 21 years, successfully diversifying by adding other crops, lumber, and livestock to the farm. She hand-planted the plantation over to her children, their son, Flagey, managed the daily field operations, and their only daughter, Elisabeth, became the business manager. A third child, Louis, had little interest in the day-to-day affairs of the plantation after he and his wife lost their only child due to a medical misadventure. Elisabeth married Raymond Locoul, a Frenchman from the Bordeaux area whom she met in the French Quarter of New Orleans. Elisabeth continued as manager of the plantation.

Counter clockwase from top left: Commissioned by Guillaume Duparc in 1804, the principal house was built by highly trained Senegalese craftsmen who were rented from their masters in New Orleans. Their knowledge of construction in tropical and sub-tropical environments in large measure accounts for the preservation of the 200+ year old home, which even survived an electrical fire a few years ago. The cypress superstructure inlaid with brick was plastered inside and stuccoed outside, and brightly painted with colors influenced by eighteenth-century West Indian, Mediterranean, and French architecture. The U-shaped structure had approximately 24,000 sq. ft. plus a 2,500 sq. ft. detached kitchen. The detail and colors of the roof structure covering the stair ascending to the first-floor gallery is typical of the Creole influence seen at Laura Plantation. The largest room in the house, the dining room is behind the main parlor and joined by a pair of French doors. The main principal, or “big house,” served not only as office headquarters for business, but was also the site of a wide variety of social entertainment. Laura Locoul wore this white evening gown made by a French dressmaker in her social debut in New Orleans in 1882. Laura described in her manuscript a garden outside her window. With careful excavation, Norman and Sand Marmillon discovered the perimeters of the garden which was restored in 1998. The French formal parterre garden is anchored by large Canary Island palms and divided into special planting areas with boxwood hedges. Two slave cabins near the big house are on the tour. In the decade before the Civil War, there were 69 cabins plus a slave hospital. Each cabin served two families and had a chicken house and pig pen along with a vegetable garden nearby.

A visit to the Laura Plantation on the Great River Road allows one to experience the culture and lifestyle of the Duparc and Locoul families that settled here and established a large plantation founded on the production of sugar. The tradition of Louisiana Creole life was that the family was operated as a business, and that the business was family. This mindset, intended to protect both the business and the family, sometimes created difficulties among family members as well as creating burdens on those who had greater responsibilities in the business.

Laura

Children and young members of the Creole families living along the Mississippi River usually found other means of occupation among family members as well as creating burdens on those who had greater responsibilities in the business. Children might be involved in harvesting pecans to be sold in New Orleans, or helping with household chores such as churning butter. Music lessons and practice were alternated with horseback-riding lessons. A governess was employed to provide a basic education to the younger children, but young ladies and gentlemen of twelve or thirteen years of age were sent away to boarding school where they refined their musical abilities, and learned higher mathematics, English and French. Girls were also taught to knit and crochet, and do other fancy work.

At the Laura Plantation, young Laura Locoul became bored with life in the country, and engaged in childhood pranks of practicing “voodoo” and telling fortunes using the Bible and a key. These pranks were especially effective in raising alarm and fear among the plantation’s servants. Laura relates in her memoirs, Memories of the Old Plantation Home, how the slaves on the plantation were an integral part of the family’s life and affairs. They were encouraged to be baptized and married in the Catholic Church, and were cared for by the plantation family when they were ill. Frequent outbreaks of cholera and yellow fever occurred among them, with only one country doctor available, so the lady of the plantation was also called on to administer home remedies and prayers. Less serious illnesses or wounds were treated by applying an adhesive cloth and a black paste which produced a large blister. It was thought the huge blister that was raised would relieve inflammation.

Not all time and effort was spent working. The Locoul family had a chicken house and pig pen along with a vegetable garden nearby. A third child, Louis, had little interest in the day-to-day affairs of the plantation after he and his wife lost their only child due to a medical misadventure. Elisabeth married Raymond Locoul, a Frenchman from the Bordeaux area whom she met in the French Quarter of New Orleans. Elisabeth continued as manager of the plantation.

Continued on page 51
When Sugarcane Was King

live oaks reaching from the home to the river pulled the cool breezes from the Mississippi with a venturi effect directly to the wide front doors and main hallway of the residence. Oak Alley stayed in the family until after the Civil War when the social and political turmoil forced the sale of the Roman plantation at public auction. During the years of Reconstruction that followed, a broke 21-year-old soldier, Antonio Marcelino Sobral, returning from the war began his career as an overseer and by 1881 had amassed a fortune large enough to buy Oak Alley. After raising a family of seven with his wife, Evelina, he sold the plantation to Jefferson Davis Hardin, Jr. His stewardship lasted until 1924 when he was forced to turn the plantation over to the Whitney Central Trust & Savings Bank. The tide was turning for the once-proud and powerful Creole plantation culture. The Hardins attempted a renovation of the home, but many obstacles arose, with the property even being abandoned for a period of time. Hardin is, however, credited with saving the great live oaks from the Corps of Engineers who on two occasions wanted to move the levee and take several of the trees. In 1925, the home was acquired by Andrew and Josephine Armstrong Stewart who, with the assistance of Josephine’s sister, Julia Armstrong Kaufman, determined to return the old Creole manor to its former glory and make it a comfortable home. Years were spent renovating, furnishing, and redecorating the home. The grounds were again landscaped, and under the daily supervision of Josephine, the lawns, shrubs, and trees flourished, with 500 rose bushes providing a profusion of color and fragrance. Even during the warmest summer days, the shaded gardens surrounding the home are cool and inviting. 😊

Oak Alley

Oak Alley Plantation, listed as a National Historic Landmark, is renowned for its long arched lane of live oak trees leading to the front of the home. Oak Alley has been restored to the grandeur of the Old South’s Golden Age during the height of the sugar industry in the Mississippi River region. The alley of live oaks with huge, gnarled trunks in two rows leading to the river was planted in the early 1800s, predating the plantation home by over 100 years. Though the alley of trees is an imposing sight, the real story of Oak Alley lies in the sugarcane crop and the steam sugar mill and supporting buildings that ensured the owners a successful sugarcane business. Records indicate Valcour Aime, later known as “Sugar King of Louisiana,” acquired the property in 1820, then sold the established sugar plantation with livestock and slaves to his brother-in-law, Jacques Telephore Roman, in 1836. Jacques and his wife, Celina, hired master builder George Swamy to construct their opulent home, using materials found or manufactured on the property. The only exception was the use of imported marble for the floors and fireplaces, and slate for the roof. Designed to provide protection from the fierce summer heat, the house features a veranda supported by 28 classic columns. The columns are eight feet in circumference and are solid brick covered with stucco. Extending 13 feet from the walls, the veranda creates shade for the home during most of the day. Installation is provided by the 16-inch thick walls, and ventilation was achieved by having the tall windows and doors facing each other under the 12-foot high ceilings. The alley of live oaks reaching from the home to the river pulled the cool breezes from the Mississippi with a venturi effect directly to the wide front doors and main hallway of the residence.

24 / ROUGHING IT SMOOTHLY

Clockwise from top left: The alley of 28 live oaks was approximately 100 years old when Jacques Roman chose this site to build a magnificent home for his new bride, Celina, in the late 1830s. Trees were commonly used by planters to create shady access to the river and its breezes. Landscape architects today believe the planters discovered a venturi effect, which means that air drawn into a narrow passage will move faster toward the opposite end—in this case, providing a natural cooling effect to the house from the river. • The dining room is painted a light gray. The punkah, or “shoo-fly” fan, used to keep guests cool while dining, and to shoo pesky insects away from the food, hangs directly over the dining room table and is original to the home. An 1835 Louis Phillips mahogany dining room table, measuring 16 feet long, seats 22 guests. • In the living room, mahogany sofas and chairs upholstered in blue velvet are arranged on an 1830 hand-stitched French wool rug. All of the doors have been treated by a process called “faux-bois” to simulate mahogany wood grain. The fireplace and mantel and floorboards are “faux-marbre,” to simulate a marble-like design. Both treatments were popular during the 1830s. • The master bedroom with its hand-carved pineapple bed represents exactly how the room would have looked in the early morning of a typical day in 1837. • The trees at Oak Alley were planted by an unknown French settler in the early 1700s. Arborists believe the gnarled oaks have a life expectancy of 400 years. The great live oaks draped with Spanish moss have come to symbolize the graceful ambiance of natural areas throughout the River Road plantations.

In 1925, the home was acquired by Andrew and Josephine Armstrong Stewart who, with the assistance of Josephine’s sister, Julia Armstrong Kaufman, determined to return the old Creole manor to its former glory and make it a comfortable home. Years were spent renovating, furnishing, and redecorating the home. The grounds were again landscaped, and under the daily supervision of Josephine, the lawns, shrubs, and trees flourished, with 500 rose bushes providing a profusion of color and fragrance. Even during the warmest summer days, the shaded gardens surrounding the home are cool and inviting. 😊
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and began construction on the mansion. Hampton purchased the property in 1810 as living quarters for the staff that served baron Wade Hampton. It was later used

mansion built in the late 1820s by sugar structure now forms the rear wing of the

The two-story brick French Provincial

occupied the area when French settlers first arrived in Louisiana, was built in the 1770s by Alexander Latil. The Houmas

named for the Houmas Indians who

and fountains at every turn, accentuated graceful aura are in abundance on the lush grounds of Houmas House Plantation and Gardens. Statuary adorns the ponds and fountains at every turn, accentuated by colorful tropical plantings.

The original part of Houmas House, named for the Houmas Indians who occupied the area when French settlers first arrived in Louisiana, was built in the 1770s by Alexander Latil. The Houmas sold the land to Latil in the mid-1700s. The two-story brick French Provincial structure now forms the rear wing of the mansion built in the late 1820s by sugar

In 1837 an Irishman by the name of John Burnside bought the plantation for one million dollars. Burnside rotated crops to build up the soil, but always had nearly 100,000 acres in sugar production. He was easily the largest producer in the country. Burnside saved the plantation from destruction during the Civil War by declaring to the governments of both sides that he was a subject of the British Crown. The eccentric Irishman was a racing enthusiast who bet heavily on the horses. He once secretly purchased a champion thoroughbred from a breeder in Virginia and kept the home “stabled” in his billiards room to prevent the local racehorse owners from learning about him. Burnside surprised his competitors at the starting line and collected from them at the finish line. Burnside did quite well in the sugar business, but his successor, Colonel William Miles, pushed production in the late 1800s to 10 million pounds of sugar annually.

Dubbed “The Sugar Palace,” Houmas House was originally designed in the Greek Revival style using Doric galleries and arched dormers. A cupola adorns the roof. Adjacent to the house are two garçonnières, or “boy’s places.” The living spaces were often included on Creole plantations as quarters for male children as they approached adulthood.

The interior of the home is three rooms deep, with living spaces arranged around a wide central hall featuring a free-standing, three-story helix staircase which took a craftsman over one year to build. Some of the furnishings are original to the home, and most are true antiques collected by the current owner, Kevin Kelly. The mansion’s faux marble exterior is painted in rich ochre which reflects the influence of the Mediterranean villas owned by the wealthy Europeans that the southern planters emulated. The walls of the central hallway of the home display a room-size mural of sugarcane.

After the flood of 1927 and the ensuing Great Depression, Houmas Plantation’s great successes disappeared. Miles closed the mansion and it fell into disrepair. In 1940 Dr. George B. Crozat bought the property with the intention of making it his summer home away from his New Orleans medical practice. He had the mansion redesigned in the Federal style. Crown molding and ceiling medallions were removed and both interior and exterior forms were simplified. Eventually, Dr. Crozat’s heirs decided to open the home and gardens to the public.

The interior of the home is three rooms deep, with living spaces arranged around a wide central hall featuring a free-standing, three-story helix staircase which took a craftsman over one year to build. Some of the furnishings are original to the home, and most are true antiques collected by the current owner, Kevin Kelly. The owner’s collectibles in the front parlor include a mantel clock once owned by Napoleon and a Monet painting entitled “Julie.” The wide central hall features a free-standing, three-story half-helix staircase which took a craftsman over one year to build. The perspective from the first floor reminds one of a chambered nautilus.

The owner’s collectibles in the front parlor include a mantel clock once owned by Napoleon and a Monet painting entitled “Julie.” The wide central hall features a free-standing, three-story half-helix staircase which took a craftsman over one year to build. The perspective from the first floor reminds one of a chambered nautilus.
When completed in 1859, Nottoway Plantation House was immediately regarded by the Creole sugar planters living along the Mississippi River in the 1800s as being built by an American: “No Creole home would be painted white!” The plantation owners of Antebellum times looked to the wealthy of Europe to determine style, and copied the exterior finishes used on European villas as they built their palatial homes on the river. John Hampden Randolph was the descendant of a Virginia family who came to the area in the early 1800s. President Andrew Jackson appointed Peter Randolph, John’s father, as a federal judge in Mississippi in 1819, John met Emily Jane Liddell in 1837 and married the following year. Emily’s father provided the couple with a dowry of $20,000 and 20 slaves. After four years of marriage, the couple moved with two children to Forest Home, Louisiana, where they had purchased a plantation. Eight more children were born at Forest Home, but only one was born after the couple moved to Nottoway.

Randolph purchased the land in 1841 with plans to build a magnificent home and borrowed $15,000 to buy an additional tract of 7,000 acres. He asked several New Orleans’ architects to submit designs. He chose Henry Howard as his architect, whose design featured a mixture of Italianate and Greek Revival influences. With 53,000 sq. ft., it is the largest existing antebellum structure on the River Road between Baton Rouge and New Orleans. *Nottoway* is the work of an Irish-born architect who was commissioned by a Virginian of English descent. The home and its furnishings are a complete departure from anything Creole. Jeremiah Supple, a local craftsman noted for his incorporation of camellias into his designs, spent four years creating the ornate freeze work for the home, for which he was paid $1,900. Five of the seven Randolph daughters were married in the “white ballroom,” which was created by joining two parlor rooms. It was the scene of many social affairs conducted by John and Emily Jane Randolph.

Clockwise from above left: When Randolph was ready to build a home to reflect his standing and wealth, he asked several New Orleans’ architects to submit designs. He chose Henry Howard as his architect, whose design featured a mixture of Italianate and Greek Revival influences. With 53,000 sq. ft., it is the largest existing antebellum structure on the River Road between Baton Rouge and New Orleans. *Nottoway* is the work of an Irish-born architect who was commissioned by a Virginian of English descent. The home and its furnishings are a complete departure from anything Creole. Jeremiah Supple, a local craftsman noted for his incorporation of camellias into his designs, spent four years creating the ornate freeze work for the home, for which he was paid $1,900. Five of the seven Randolph daughters were married in the “white ballroom,” which was created by joining two parlor rooms. It was the scene of many social affairs conducted by John and Emily Jane Randolph.

Clockwise from above left: When Randolph was ready to build a home to reflect his standing and wealth, he asked several New Orleans’ architects to submit designs. He chose Henry Howard as his architect, whose design featured a mixture of Italianate and Greek Revival influences. With 53,000 sq. ft., it is the largest existing antebellum structure on the River Road between Baton Rouge and New Orleans. *Nottoway* is the work of an Irish-born architect who was commissioned by a Virginian of English descent. The home and its furnishings are a complete departure from anything Creole. Jeremiah Supple, a local craftsman noted for his incorporation of camellias into his designs, spent four years creating the ornate freeze work for the home, for which he was paid $1,900. Five of the seven Randolph daughters were married in the “white ballroom,” which was created by joining two parlor rooms. It was the scene of many social affairs conducted by John and Emily Jane Randolph.

Slavery in Sugarcane Country

Slavery in the thirteen colonies and slavery in Louisiana was significantly different because of Code Noir, also known as the Black Code. The “Edict Concerning the Negro Slaves in Louisiana” was issued by Louis XV in March 1724, and because of several specific articles, it was strongly supported by the Catholic Church. The Code Noir consisted of 54 articles that fixed the legal status of slaves and several specific obligations and prohibitions upon their masters. It prescribed in detail regulations concerning holidays, marriage, religious instruction, burial, clothing and subsistence, punishment, and manumission (buying your freedom).

The Catholic influence was obvious in Article 1: “The religion of Judaism should not be practiced in Louisiana.” • Article 3 stated the religion of slaves would be Catholicism. • Article 4 made sure that slaves would not be swayed away from the Catholic religion by forbidding non-Catholic overseers. • The Code stressed the spiritual equality of all human beings, and limited the power of slave owners over slaves. It demanded that slaves have free access to the sacraments of the Catholic church, including marriage, baptism, and burial. • Sexual relations between free whites and slaves were forbidden. No one could force a slave to marry against his or her will. • A slave striking an owner or his relatives in the face with a blow strong enough to draw blood could be punished with death. • Slave owners were to provide shelter, food, and clothing for their slaves. Slaves could obtain permission to carry a weapon for the purpose of hunting. • Slaves were allowed to use their free time on Saturday afternoons and Sundays to perform work for which they would be paid. Slaves could use such earnings to purchase their freedom. • As a result of the articles dealing with manumission, there were many free blacks in Louisiana. The Destrehan Plantation had about 50 slaves. Each had his or her own garden and field to grow corn and raise poultry and pigs. Each had to provide most of his own food, receiving from Destrehan only corn meal, molasses, and salt pork. Slaves were paid in money for extra work such as cutting firewood, making barrel staves, and weaving and spinning cotton or wool. They could sell corn, garden produce, fish, and wild game. They purchased their own clothes and household articles but were often given such items as blankets, woven fabric, tin plates and spoons as Christmas gifts.

After the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, more white settlers from the colonies came into the territory. Those who had slaves in the colonies often had very different policies on the treatment of slaves. Slavery was not always smooth sailing. In 1810 Charles Deslondes, a 31-year-old mulatto, creole slave, stood up quite a rebellion. As the mob moved from plantation to plantation down the river, they burned property and sometimes killed. A militia stopped the uprising, but trials afterward resulted in 45 being executed and 157 being implicated as participating. Twenty-two slaves were killed in the fighting.

Under the Black Code, families were kept together and encouraged to develop skills. On the Oak Alley Plantation, Antoine won acclaim for the successful grafting of the first paper shell pecan. Many were skilled at farming and taking care of livestock. Some became overseers and foremen.

Slaves were considered “engines of wealth” by the large plantation owners, although those who had skills or were physically strong often commanded high prices in the New Orleans slave market. One owner reported in 1859 that he had just paid an average of $1375 each for eight female slaves, and an average of $1650 each for six men. In less than 25 years coming up to 1850, the slave population grew by 500 percent to 125,000. In the next decade, the population quadrupled. But it was a socio-economic practice that was fast coming to an end.
OFFICIAL REFRIGERATOR RECALL

WE ISSUED A RECALL IN 2002 TO FIX A DANGEROUS CONDITION ON SOME REFRIGERATOR MODELS. WE ARE STILL IN THE PROCESS OF LOCATING AND REPAIRING THE REFRIGERATORS.

THESE REFRIGERATORS HAVE A DEFECT THAT CAN RESULT IN FIRE, CAUSING PROPERTY DAMAGE, INJURY OR DEATH.

FIND THE MODEL NUMBER

4-DOOR
Models: 1200LR, 1200LRIM, 1201LRIM

2-DOOR
Models: N621, N641, N821, N841, 1082

Found in RVs
Made in 1997 to 2003

All Norcold refrigerators have an identification panel with model number on the inside, upper right.

FIND THE COOLING UNIT SERIAL NUMBER

4-DOOR
Models: 1200LR, 1200LRIM, 1201LRIM
Cooling Unit Serial Numbers: 700000 to 1536607

2-DOOR
Models: N621, N641, N821, N841, 1082
Cooling Unit Serial Numbers: 1038000 to 1099000

Remove the refrigerator’s intake vent cover on the exterior of the vehicle to find the cooling unit’s serial number, in plain sight on the unit’s lower right, as shown here.

IF YOUR UNIT IS...
4-DOOR MODEL 1200LR, 1200LRIM, 1201LRIM
WITH A COOLING UNIT SERIAL NUMBER BETWEEN 700000 TO 1536607
2-DOOR MODEL N621, N641, N821, N841 OR 1082
WITH A COOLING UNIT SERIAL NUMBER BETWEEN 1038000 TO 1099000

1. YOU MUST SET THE CONTROLS TO “OFF.”
2. UNPLUG IT FROM THE AC POWER SOURCE.
3. CONTACT NORCOLD AT 800 767-9101 OR WWW.NORCOLD.COM/RECALL.
4. YOUR REFRIGERATOR WILL BE REPAIRED AT NO COST TO YOU.

IF YOUR REFRIGERATOR QUALIFIES AND WE REPAIR IT AT NO COST TO YOU, WE WILL SEND YOU A

$50 GAS CARD

*Offer applies to repairs made after March 21, 2005*

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO CHECK THE RECALL STATUS,
CALL 800 767-9101
GO TO WWW.NORCOLD.COM/RECALL

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT 1.800.767.9101 OR WWW.NORCOLD.COM/RECALL
Summertime and the Cleaning is Easy

by Mary Findley

The title of my seminars at RV rallies used to be “Whistle While You Work” after the name of the cleaning booklet I wrote. A gentleman entered my seminar one day and said, “Are you out of your right mind? No one whistles while they clean their coach. It’s hard work.” I smiled and said, “Sir, my right mind left me a long time ago and my left mind was never worth a cent.” Now, go open a door and I’ll teach you a few cleaning tricks.

Nothing beats a combination of short-cuts and preventive care to restore your right mind when it comes to cleaning the interior of a coach. Start with a bit of preventive care by kicking your shoes off at the top step. Why? Oil and grease from the pavement sticks to the bottom of your shoes. Grit and sand stick to the oil, then you walk across the carpet, which just turned into a costly welcome mat. As you walk on the carpet your feet grind the oil, and oil and grease from the pavement on to the top step. Why? Oil and grease from the pavement sticks to the bottom of your shoes. Grit and sand stick to the oil, then you walk across the carpet, which just turned into a costly welcome mat.

Rent a car-tossing food grade distilled white vinegar into the scene of the grime. Rent a car-

A carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned.

Vinegar extracts the cleaner, which removes most carpet stains except red dye or red wine. Spray the stain with CleanEz or your organic cleaner and wait five to six minutes. Blot and rinse with a solution of one part vinegar to four parts water. Vinegar neutralizes the effects of peroxide to prevent peroxide from dis-coloring the carpet. “Note: Dogs and cats are color blind and can’t see colors in their food. Switch to a neutral colored pet food and no more red stains.

Let’s put a halt to this mayhem by tossing food grade distilled white vinegar into the scene of the grime. Rent a car-pet shampooer and mix one-half cup of vinegar per gallon of hot water. Vinegar re-activates the shampoo already in your carpet and pulls out both the dirt and the shampoo. Finish with plain water. Your now soft carpet will stay clean far longer if you dock your shoes at the door. It took 22 pages in my book “The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Green Cleaning” to cover all my stain removal tricks. Here is a short version. Remember: Give your carpet a good 15 minutes to work. My CleanEz removes most carpet stains except red
dye or red wine. Spray the stain with CleanEz or your organic cleaner and wait five to six minutes. Blot and rinse with a solution of one part vinegar to four parts water. Vinegar neutralizes the effects of peroxide to prevent peroxide from dis-coloring the carpet. “Note: Dogs and cats are color blind and can’t see colors in their food. Switch to a neutral colored pet food and no more red stains.

Hard Floor Surfaces

First a few preventive tips. Keep microfiber mops off the floors. They are made from 80% polyester or plastic, which scratches. Microfiber mops and towels eventually scratch the finish off floors, cabinets, furniture, vehicles etc. The handle of self-wringer mops make great tomato stalks! Toss the mop in the trash. You don’t clean your face with a dirty washcloth so don’t expect your floor to come clean with a dirty mop.

Disposable towelette type mops are expensive, usually ruin your floors, and cause untold carbon footprints on Mother Earth. Steam cleaner mops seem to do a better job, but they’re expensive. I’ll show you an easy way to clean carpet using the foot pedal on your vacuum cleaner. Continuous exposure to heat warps the wood. Never use them on wood or laminated floors. Instead use 100% cotton towels. I developed my round cleaning head discussed in my first article from cleaning homes for 12 years. It’s an excellent mop. Dampen a towel and go.

When, if that is not enough, grab your disinfectants and haul them to the toxic waste dump. Feet harbor more germs than what you find on the floor. Why disinfect your floors when you walk on them? Disinfectants and most anti-bac- terial products contain trichlosan, a documented carcinogen. Keep reading for a short version. Remember: Give your carpet a good 15 minutes to work. My CleanEz removes most carpet stains except red dye or red wine. Spray the stain with CleanEz or your organic cleaner and wait five to six minutes. Blot and rinse with a solution of one part vinegar to four parts water. Vinegar neutralizes the effects of peroxide to prevent peroxide from dis-coloring the carpet. “Note: Dogs and cats are color blind and can’t see colors in their food. Switch to a neutral colored pet food and no more red stains.

for a safe way to disinfect floors.

Stone Floors: Only two things belong on tile, marble, granite, and slate floors; your feet and hot water. Any disinfectant, vinegar or cleaner will pit and ruin these floors. Marble and granite floors must be dried to prevent water spots. If you drop food or the dog or cat has an acci-dent, then the blot and disinfect the spill. If the spill is left in the carpet, attracts dirt so the carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned. Only three weeks later the dirt returns with carpet tolerates this abuse only so long until it begins to be cleaned.

To prevent the bottom of these carpets from soiling, wipe the instrument panel with a cloth dampened with Leather/Vinyl Care. Mary’s Leather Care cleans and conditions vinyl, leather or ultra leather to prevent drying and crack- ing. Dilute it with water to clean the dash or to clean furniture weekly. Pull a clean white cotton tube sock over a lamb’swool duster, spray with diluted Leather Care and dust the instrument panel before closing the curtain.

Grab a can of foaming shaving cream (gel does not work) to remove small stains on curtains. Test a small spot first, wait ten minutes and rinse with vinegar and water. Then wait 24 hours. If the stain has lifted without causing water damage, test a larger spot — go slow to avoid water stains. Mix a 50/50 solution of hydrogen peroxide to water to remove mold or mil-dew. Blot on, wait no longer than seven to eight minutes and blot with the vinegar and water solution. Remember: test a small area first.

Mary Findley is a veteran cleaning expert, author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Green Cleaning and owner of Mary Moppins. Mary’s cleaning tips appear in magazines such as This Old House, Real Simple, Woman’s World, and Woman’s Day. Her dedication to all things green has led her to presenting sustainable living seminars to help organizations, businesses, and individuals rid their lives of toxic chemicals and engage sustainable living practices. Reach Mary through her website www.goclean.com or call 800-345-3934.
Phyllis Williams

LOOKING BACK ON 35 YEARS OF CHANGE

Text and photography by Fred Thompson

There is a wonderful culture of mutual respect found in small towns for those who are dependable, honest, neighborly, hospitable, and God-fearing people. And you don’t have to look far to find them. Personal reputations are considered major assets — far more valuable than money in the bank. In small towns like Red Bay, everybody knows your mama and daddy, your uncles and aunts, your brothers and sisters, your grandparents…even your great-grandparents. You have a big incentive to hold up your family’s honor.

There are 35 employees when I came to work here,” Phyllis said. “I was hired to fill in for Sylvia when she left to spend more time with her family. Barbara did the payroll and insurance and I did the drivers’ reports, the accounts payable and receivable, and invoiced the motorhomes to the dealers. The invoices were processed on an electric typewriter. The accounts payable and receivable were written by hand and we used pegboard bookkeeping to keep track of the payables. Bob always stressed the importance of paying the bills on time. Through the years, this policy built his reputation and good name with our vendors and warranty payments appreciated Tiffin Motorhomes’ prompt handling of their claims. Word of mouth became our best form of advertising and that continues today.”

“Back when invoices were paid by hand posting and hand written checks, we went through the invoices daily to check for discounts we could take and always paid the invoices on a daily basis, paying whatever was due on that date,” Phyllis explained.

Another major task was balancing the bank statement monthly. It was all done by hand with an adding machine. We kept a running total so Bob could come to my desk every day and see how our bank account stood,” Phyllis said. “Mr. Alex (Bob’s father) stopped by each day to see how much we had paid out and signed the checks for us when Bob would be at the cotton gin or away from the office business. At that time, Jack Elliott was doing the purchasing and Horace Stepp did all of the drafting. We had 10 people in administration including the plant manager.”

“IT is unreal what it takes to run the plant in 2010,” Phyllis reflected. “I cannot imagine how much it would cost to launch a plant like this now. The Tiffsins have done an amazing job of building the company up to what it is today—the equipment, materials, infrastructure, and machinery. In the beginning we simply bought colored aluminum for our sidewalls. Today the sidewalls are complicated laminations and the finished motorhomes get full body paint. We have come a LONG way!”

Phyllis’ job has changed exponentially, too. “Today’s accounts payable department consists of our controller-CPA Brian Thompson plus three of us who do data entry for vendors’ invoices. I continue to process the checks and send the payments, but thankfully I no longer have to balance those bank statements and keep those general ledgers,” she laughed.

Business technology 30 years ago would now be considered primitive. “There were no electronic phone systems to allow the caller to be automatically transferred to the right office,” she noted. “We handled every phone call that came in during those years, using the intercom button to contact the person called, and he or she picked up the right line on the lighted button. It is amazing the volume of calls we handled on a daily basis.

When there were so few employees in the beginning, they would occasionally meet on a Saturday afternoon at the plant to go over the bills,” she said. “Some of our early camping days were shared with Jack Elliott and Kelly Hester (both co-
When the scouts went on a trip to Savannah, my parents went with us. Daddy insisted he and another parent take the 15 girl scouts swimming in the Atlantic Ocean, once they completed their Marine Life merit badges, Phyllis related. “With us living so far from the Gulf and the Atlantic, he thought some of the girls might never have that chance again.”

“The following year, 1 and two other mothers led 35 scouts and parents on a trip to Washington, DC. Our congressman, Rep. Aderholt, received the girls and had an evening tea for them in the Capitol. His aides then gave us a private tour of the Capitol,” Phyllis said. After girl scouting days were over, the same group toured New York City.

Phyllis is an avid reader, concentrating on history and biography most of the time. Her outdoor hobby is her 1979 Volkswagen convertible, a dashing silver gray with black roof. The family is also very active in the Burnout Missionary Baptist Church, just a mile or two from their home, where Phyllis serves as secretary and Gary as treasurer.

“When the leaves turn red and gold and the temperatures cool a bit, the South can hear me if I miss a note,” she laughs. Phyllis is an avid reader, concentrating on history and biography most of the time. Her outdoor hobby is her 1979 Volkswagen convertible, a dashing silver gray with black roof. The family is also very active in the Burnout Missionary Baptist Church, just a mile or two from their home, where Phyllis serves as secretary and Gary as treasurer.

When the leaves turn red and gold and the temperatures cool a bit, the South knows it is time for football. “Most of my dad’s family attended Auburn,” she explained. “So I have been an Auburn Tiger fan almost since birth.” The family loves tailgating on the Plains with the entire family. Some visitors to Red Bay may have wondered if living in this small rural town in northwest Alabama would be boring or limit a young person’s experiences growing up. Just ask Phyllis—never a dull moment! 😊
It was time to sell my Allegro.

I would love to be behind the wheel of my 1988 Allegro 27-ft. motorhome. I am now 84 years young. After 50 years of marriage, I lost my wife in 1996. I’ll tell you, it is no fun driving down the road by yourself with 27 feet of motorhome behind you. After Uncle Sam got through with me this year, I decided I could not afford the license, insurance, and tax on my motorhome anymore. So I sold it for $4,500. I love to get Roughing It Smoothly magazine and look at the new Allegros. Wow!

Visiting Your National Parks

By Paul Brady, David LaHutza, Erin Richards, Erik Torkells, and Brad Turtle

July/August

There’s no getting around the fact that summer is peak season at most parks—but “peak” is relative. At Lassen Volcanic, an overlooked park in the northeast corner of California, you can lake all day on one of the busier trails in July or August and maybe see a total of 10 people. Lassen marks the south end of the Cascades, a mountain range that extends through the Pacific Northwest into British Columbia. The 106,000-acre park is unique for its geothermal features: geysers, mud pools, and hot springs. There are also dozens of lakes, hundreds of plant species, wide-open meadows, and a 10,000-foot dormant volcano. The hiking season is very short and in July/August

I got the newest copy today of Roughing It Smoothly and saw the “From the Road” postcard. I have been planning to send you an RV story for awhile. So today’s the day.

On May 2, 2008, as we traveled down the road in Alabama, we heard a car honking and pointing to the back of our motorhome. Jon looked in the mirror with shock. “We’re on fire!” He pulled off the road, grabbed the fire extinguisher as I picked up the kids and dog. We got onto Jon’s wallet which was on the chair next to the door, I ran away as Jon stood by waiting for the fire department. So did all the traffic around us. I stood with strangers on the highway. One nice lady gave me her sandals, say- ing “You need these more than I do.”

The Mississippi River can be seen from the front gallery on the third floor of Nottaway. Although most of the plantation homes along the river offered views of the river when originally built, many no longer do so because of the height of the protective levee now built along the river’s banks.

The fire company, state trooper, and tow- ing company were very nice and helpful. The trooper drove us to a car rental place; then we went to the storage lot to look through the coach and get what we could from the van.

Afters a tough night’s sleep, we headed back to Florida to rebuild our lives. The insurance company, Lazy Days, and the car dealer were our first stops. Our winter vacation spot was there for us, and we used our friend’s RV to live in until we got our new home. Everyone was so kind to us. We lost so much. Living full time in our coach, we had already downsized to just the most important things. We spent a full month working to get back on the road again. My list was endless and I came home every day exhausted from shopping and sad because I saw so many things I once owned in the stores. Jon spent hours rebuilding our business, and we both waited anxiously for our new Allegro Bay to arrive. That’s right . . . a Tiffin motorhome! After our last two motorhomes, we said frequently that our next one would be a Tiffin. But we thought that was way out in the future—until the fire.

On our way back to Florida in our rental truck with the few smelly belongings we owned, we had many hours to plan our new life after the fire. If all went well, we would have our new coach. We had only a trash bag filled with our belongings that we brought into our new home. But it didn’t take long to fill it up— I love to shop.

Bumpass Hell, the park’s largest geother- mal site. The Cinder Cone Trail, in the remote northeast corner, is especially nice if you’re out early in the morning, before it gets too warm. You trudge through sand- like soil for a few miles to a lookout with views of Bute Lake, Lassen Peak, and dunes colored in trippy browns, reds, and whites. Colorado also has a park that’s under most tourists’ radar, not because it’s miles from the nearest interstate but also because it became a national park just recently. After decades as a national monument, Great Sand Dunes earned the new designation last fall. If you’re not tired by then of sand, you’ve never seen the dunes—nearly 30 miles of them, 750 feet high, bracketed up against the 14,000-foot peaks of the Sangre de Cristos. Locals know to come to the park in early summer to play in the water streaming over the base of the dunes. The creek often doesn’t dry up until mid- July, around the time that the white and lavender Rocky Mountain columbine and other flowers are sprouting. Basically
anywhere there’s water, you’ll find wildflowers,” says Carol Sperring, the park’s chief of interpretation and visitor services. “Just go for a short walk along the creek on the Mosca Pass Trail or hike to some of the subalpine lakes in the high country.”

Temperatures in July and August hit the mid-80s in southern Colorado most days, dipping down to the 40s overnight, and there’s little or no humidity. The sand can heat up to well over 100 degrees in the sun, however, so wear pants and boots if attempting to climb to the top of the dunes (at a good pace it takes about three hours). Miles and miles of dunes come into view after cresting every ridge, and at the summit you can see across the valley to the San Juan Mountains 60 miles west. The sunsets are superb, casting yellow, oranges, and purples across the wide-open sky. Before nightfall there’s generally a chance to witness why the peaks to the east were named the Sangre de Cristos. As the story goes, centuries ago a Spanish priest, dying from a wound in battle, cried out the phrase (“the blood of Christ”) while looking up at the mountains as they turned a deep shade of red.

The Presidential Park

It’s hard to get further off the beaten path than North Dakota’s Theodore Roosevelt National Park. The only time there’s a real crowd is in August, when the Champions Rodeo rodeo saddles up nearby. Follow in Teddy’s footsteps by hiking the Petrified Forest trail—with siliconized cypress trees everywhere, it’s like walking in a forest of stone.

September

After Labor Day, there’s an absence of bugs as well as crowds at most parks, and the chill of winter hasn’t set in yet. “September is an ideal month to visit the parks,” says Rick Nolan, Chief of Interpretation at Redwoods National Park in northern California. “Once the kids are back in school there’s plenty of room for those great sights, from Appomattox Court House to Zion National Park. The 104-page book, available at most park gift shops and at eparks.com, comes with thumbnail descriptions of what to see divided by region, plus a U.S. map highlighting federally protected spots. Blank pages are set aside after each region for collecting national-park stamps (a new set is issued for federal spots). Blank pages are set aside after each region for collecting national-park stamps (a new set is issued every year) and ink seals of sites you visit. Get your passport stamped at the visitors center before leaving.

Hiking Without Borders Glacier

Hiking Without Borders Glacier is just part of the larger Waterton-Glacier International Peace Park, with protected land on both sides of the Canadian border. On Wednesdays and Saturdays from mid-June to early September, one American and one Canadian park expert jointly lead a free International Peace Park Hike. Walks start at 10 a.m. at the Bertha Trailhead in Canmore, heading south along the west side of Upper Waterton Lake. There’s a BYO lunch near the lake, followed by a few more miles of hiking to the Goat Haunt Ranger Station in Glacier. From there, most folks hop the $15 ferry that arrives back where the hike started in Waterton around 6 p.m. (406/742-7750).

Editor’s Note: Earl and Rita Warren retired five years ago from the Denver area and were full-timers for two years in their 2007 Phaeton. I first met Rita when she submitted an article for “From the Road.” “The Warrens traveled to 35 states in that brief time. “One of the best parts of exploring our beautiful country is meeting the people who make it great.” In 2009 they found just the right place in the Southwest for their permanent home. Rita had done enough interviews for her “On the Road” column to take us through the Summer issue. In our Fall issue you will meet Elaine Austin.

Interviews from Colorado

Tim & Teresa Perkins
Hometown: Lake Quivira, Kansas
Interviewed from Beeckenridge, Colorado

• Tim & Teresa own a 2008 Allegro Bus.
• Tim & Teresa started camping in a pop-up trailer about 10 years ago. They bought a Class A, 30-ft. motorhome next. They have had a total of 12 Class A motorhomes. This includes five Tiffin coaches an Allegro, three Phantoms (2006, 2007 and 2008) and finally their current 2009 Allegro Bus.
• They travel approximately five weeks out of the year and look forward to traveling more when their son gets older. They enjoy Florida during Spring Break and travel west of the Mississippi.
• Tim retired from the automotive service business and Teresa retired from UPS last spring.
• They have been married 33 years.
• They have a fifteen year old son, Adam, who enjoys activities like wakeboarding, skateboarding, and snowboarding.
• Both Tim & Teresa enjoy taking their small boat on the lake in their community. Teresa is taking up golf. Tim, as he puts it, “is into cats” and has owned over 150 cats over the last 33 years. He currently has six cats, including a Dodge Viper, a Super Bird, and a 1962 tabindex V8.
• They have been to Red Bay and think that the factory is fabulous. Service and attention to the customer’s needs is what keeps them loyal to the Tiffin product.

Ron & Barbara Hatton
Hometown: Lakewood, Colorado
Interviewed in Beeckenridge, Colorado

• Ron & Barbara own a 2008 Allegro Bay that they purchased in March of 2009.
• They started camping in a tent 33 years ago with their family, got a small trailer, and worked up to their current coach. They heard fantastic things about Tiffin coaches and traded in their gas coach for the Allegro Bay.
• They travel in the summer to Beeckenridge, CO, where they own a site at Tiger Run RV Resort. They take side trips to other destinations from Beeckenridge and, from alternate weekends during other times of the year. February and March they travel to Tucson, AZ, and enjoy the Rockies Bar & Stem spring training. They attended the Allegro Rally in Washington last September.
• Ron is a retired Federal Government worker (Dept. of the Interior) and Barbara retired as a full-time homemaker and mother. They have been married 40 years.
• They have one daughter and three sons, all of whom reside in Colorado. They have two grandsons and three granddaughters.
• They both share the driving responsibilities.
• Both enjoy gardening, sewing, home interior items and cooking. Ron enjoys racquetball, wood-working and hunting. They both enjoy biking.
• They have not been to Red Bay but are looking forward to their scheduled appointment in February.

Richard & Sylvia White
Hometown: Mobile, Alabama
Interviewed in Beeckenridge, Colorado

• Richard & Sylvia own a 2006 Allegro Bus.
• They have been traveling since 1983 when they started out with a 16-ft. travel trailer, gradually increasing every few years to bigger 5th wheels and then to their current Allegro Bus.
• They travel half of the year, looking for places that are big and friendly. They are looking forward to attending the upcoming Allegro rally.
• Richard is a retired corporate pilot who flies Learjets. Sylvia retired as a CT/MRI Technologist.
• They have been married 26 years.
• They both thoroughly enjoy driving their Allegro Bus. Richard says he has to arm wrestle Sylvia every morning to see who gets to drive first.
• Richard & Sylvia enjoy antique cars, traveling to car shows across the country. Sylvia has a restored 1930 Model A Ford that is a National Trophy winner. Richard has a 1969 Corvette convertible. They are also involved in writing small articles as they travel, for the Antique Car Club and the Corvette Club in Mobile, Alabama.
• Richard & Sylvia enjoy spending a month in an area so they can explore it at their leisure, off-roading in their Jeep.
• They are proud by Red Bay to check out the factory and the campground and were impressed.

Richard & Sylvia White
Hometown: Mobile, Alabama
Interviewed in Beeckenridge, Colorado

• Richard & Sylvia own a 2006 Allegro Bus.
• They have been traveling since 1983 when they started out with a 16-ft. travel trailer, gradually increasing every few years to bigger 5th wheels and then to their current Allegro Bus.
• They travel half of the year, looking for places that are big and friendly. They are looking forward to attending the upcoming Allegro rally.
• Richard is a retired corporate pilot who flies Learjets. Sylvia retired as a CT/MRI Technolo-
“All a man has to sell is his integrity. If he gives up his integrity, he has nothing.”
The two-minute shower just went down the drain.

Ah, the joy of a hot shower on the road. It’s instant when you have an Aqua-Hot® Hydronic Heating System. And the difference between “Ahhhh...” and “Ahhhh!” when you’re showering and your significant other decides to run the dishwasher at the same time.

Then, when you put your clothes on, you’ll love the cozy, zonal heating cabin-wide. Not to mention the fact your neighbors won’t get a whiff of diesel fumes.*

These are the differences that add value when you go to sell your RV and deliver so much comfort when you use it. So crank up the heat. Take a long shower. You’re in the Aqua-Hot Comfort Zone.

A Tiffin Motorhome made with quality components means you’ll enjoy repairs and more time for your favorite pastime.

It’s a matter of comfort.

(800) 685-4298 or (303) 659-8221 www.aqua-hot.com

*Colorado State University Engines and Energy Conversion Laboratory testing reports advances in design and technology have reduced Aqua-Hot hydrogen emissions by 82% during the typical heating cycle.
Following a career in aerospace technology, Gordon Dyer is using skills learned as a teenager to build a new business.

My Career Has Come Full Circle

The 2003 Phaeton pulling a silver 29-foot Wells Cargo trailer slipped easily into the Allegro Service Center campground and parked alongside the camp store building. A tall, large-framed man wearing a planter’s straw hat, knit shirt, shorts, and deck shoes got out and walked back to the trailer and entered through a side door. Soon the rear wall of the trailer lowered as a ramp and the driver gingerly backed the Pontiac Solstice from its nesting place. Above the silver sports car two aluminum crossbars supported a vintage Grumman canoe. Besides this curious setup, two more had gathered to watch.

With the car out of the way, I could see a planter’s straw hat, knit shirt, shorts, and camping shoes get out and walked back to the trailer. A tall, large-framed man wearing a planter’s straw hat, knit shirt, shorts, and deck shoes got out and walked back to the trailer and entered through a side door. Soon the rear wall of the trailer lowered as a ramp and the driver gingerly backed the Pontiac Solstice from its nesting place. Above the silver sports car two aluminum crossbars supported a vintage Grumman canoe. Besides this curious setup, two more had gathered to watch.

It did not take long to engage Gordon Dyer in conversation. “I sell and sharpen precision tools,” he began. He invited me to see the L-shaped workbench with several tools bolted to the bench, a pegboard full of wrenches, fluorescent ceiling lighting, and 50-amp service for the tools and his roof AC. He opened a box from a back case with prices beginning at $25 and ranging to $400. “I take care of barbers, groomers, florists, and anyone who has precision tools that must stay sharp,” he added. The Grumman canoe a year or two later with the square stern for a small motor. In the summers we went all over the U.S. and Canada. I was hooked. Camping became part of my lifestyle at an early age. We were living in Indianapolis at the time.”

Wesley Dyer was intense about his many skills: Woodworking to the point of making most of the furniture in the family’s home. Flying to the point of owning several airplanes during his career. Ham radio operator to the point of taking it to a high level of public service. Music to the point of owning two organs—one for each child who was learning to play. “He finally traded both organs for a Hammond theater organ with a full console that I learned to play,” Gordon said.

In his shop dad had the equipment to fly if he would buy the plane. “The Air Coupe was unique in that it had steering controls similar to a car’s. The first one had metal wings and then dad found an earlier version that had fabric wings. He bought that one, too,” Gordon related. “By the time I was in high school he sold the two Air Coups and bought a Beech Bonanza. We had some good times in that plane. I would get a date with a girl in high school and tell her we were going to dinner — in Chicago! Dad would dress up as a chauffeur and drive me to the young lady’s home in his ’63 Caddy. Then we would head for the airport and go in the Bonanza to the downtown Chicago airport. Dad would wait at the FBO while I took my date to dinner. And then we would fly home. The girl never knew he was my dad, and I got quite a reputation at school.”

Finally, it was time to go to college and young Gordon selected Indiana State University to study industrial arts, drafting, and air ground school. He had decided to study for an education degree just in case the flying career didn’t pan out. In his story of a very interesting career began to unfold. “My dad grew up during the depression and came from poor circumstances,” Gordon said. “For a while his home was in his tent. But he loved camping and being in the outdoors, so that really didn’t seem to bother him that much. After the war was over, he had several jobs but eventually landed a good position with Shell Oil.”

Gordon’s mother grew up in a family who also loved to camp. “We were introduced to the great outdoors at an early age,” he continued. “Two of my siblings had serious health problems, so dad bought a 21-foot Airstream trailer in 1956 and pulled it with a 1954 Buick Super. We spent many a night on the parking lot at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. Judy and Ralph died at 8 and 11 years of age. After that dad and mom used the Airstream to teach us about the outdoors and camping skills, as we learned about our country. He added the Grumman canoe a year or two later with the square stern for a small motor. In the summers we went all over the U.S. and Canada. I was hooked. Camping became part of my lifestyle at an early age. We were living in Indianapolis at the time.”

Wesley Dyer was intense about his many skills: Woodworking to the point of making most of the furniture in the family’s home. Flying to the point of owning several airplanes during his career. Ham radio operator to the point of taking it to a high level of public service. Music to the point of owning two organs—one for each child who was learning to play. “He finally traded both organs for a Hammond theater organ with a full console that I learned to play,” Gordon said.

In his shop dad had the equipment to fly if he would buy the plane. “The Air Coupe was unique in that it had steering controls similar to a car’s. The first one had metal wings and then dad found an earlier version that had fabric wings. He bought that one, too,” Gordon related. “By the time I was in high school he sold the two Air Coups and bought a Beech Bonanza. We had some good times in that plane. I would get a date with a girl in high school and tell her we were going to dinner — in Chicago! Dad would dress up as a chauffeur and drive me to the young lady’s home in his ’63 Caddy. Then we would head for the airport and go in the Bonanza to the downtown Chicago airport. Dad would wait at the FBO while I took my date to dinner. And then we would fly home. The girl never knew he was my dad, and I got quite a reputation at school.”

Finally, it was time to go to college and young Gordon selected Indiana State University to study industrial arts, drafting, and air ground school. He had decided to study for an education degree just in case the flying career didn’t pan out. In his
Jan and Gordon recently celebrated an anniversary with a trip to Florida. Jan continues in her career as a junior high mathematics teacher in Slidell, Louisiana, just a few miles across the state line from their home in Picayune, Mississippi.

Gordon’s background in education spawned another project designed to encourage interest in engineering among students. For marketing purposes, I called it MARCORE,” he explained. “One of the great benefits to our country and the business economy is the technology spinoffs from the aerospace industry that find entirely different applications in medicine and business,” he advocates. “Again, it’s application.”

In the fall of 2006 Lockheed Martin asked Gordon to take the lead in another program which required communication with the company’s various publics. It was called the Environmental Remediation Project. He first dealt with a very hostile situation in a Florida city. Harmful chemicals used by a company which Lockheed Martin acquired had over a period of several decades found their way into the ground water. Some of the residents near this facility were still using wells which had been drilled long ago. “We reached a solution where we paid to connect the residents to the city water supply and then pay their water bills for the rest of their lives,” he said. Gordon often used his motorhome to travel to the many places where remediation projects were needed.

On April 15, 2009, the Environmental Remediation Project was completed. “Before I returned to New Orleans, all employees received letters announcing severe reductions in the Lockheed Martin workforce. The current administration had decided to discontinue the shuttle program,” Gordon said. “I was guaranteed a job but the new positions would have been in Maryland or California. I opted to retire. Now for real, I reactivated the sharpening business, only this time it was not a supplementary income—it was the income.”

Jan and Gordon moved to Picayune, Mississippi, in March 1992 just before Chris and Carolyn were ready for college. Chris earned a business degree from the University of New Orleans with heavy emphasis on accounting. Carolyn got bachelor’s and master’s degrees in accounting and then earned a J.D. degree from Ole Miss,” Gordon related. “We have three grandchildren and one on the way.” Jan teaches math at Slidell Junior High and Gordon travels a 70 mile radius around Picayune sharpening precision tools. His career has come full circle. “Dad would be proud of me.”
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After liftoff, taking the lives of all seven astronauts. The tragedy paralyzed the space industry and shut down the shuttle program for 32 months. Since Lockheed Martin had been building the external fuel tank, cutbacks and layoffs were expected. Gordon fell back on his early training in tool sharpening and ramped up a business. “On Thursdays we did restaurants and on Saturdays we visited barbershops and pet groomers. We supplemented our income successfully,” he said. “The idea worked and I kept the equipment but sold the trailer in 1988 when the aerospace industry started coming back. But Chris and I continued for years to do tool sharpening at night.”

“One of the great benefits to our country and the business economy is the technology spinoffs from the aerospace industry that find entirely different applications in medicine and business,” he advocates. “Again, it’s application.”

In the fall of 2006 Lockheed Martin asked Gordon to take the lead in another program which required communication with the company’s various publics. It was called the Environmental Remediation Project. He first dealt with a very hostile situation in a Florida city. Harmful chemicals used by a company which Lockheed Martin acquired had over a period of several decades found
Those Dreaded Words: “Your Pet Has Cancer…”

When we hear the word cancer, we start to panic, but not all cancers are malignant and some can be cured. This article is meant to provide you with information on types of cancer normally seen in pets, and the treatments you may have to deal with once a diagnosis is made. If your pet has been diagnosed with a cancer, you may have to put off traveling for a while, as treatments require frequent visits to your veterinarian.

There are two types of cancer. Malignant means the cancer has the propensity to spread to other organs or to return to the same area again after it has been surgically removed. The other type of cancer is benign. This means that the cancer is confined and usually can be removed surgically without radiation follow-up.

Cancer can affect any organ. The different names given to cancers refer to the organ and the area involved or type of tumor that it is, such as melanoma, with which we are familiar in humans. Melanin in the skin can become a cancerous tumor. There are cancers of the bloodstream referred to as leukemia and bone tumors referred to as osteosarcoma.

It is advisable to examine your pet for any lumps or bumps that seem out of place. This can be done at bath time unless you have a cat! With cats, it may be best to examine when you are grooming or petting them.

Check your pet’s lymph nodes which are located on the neck near the base of the ears, in the arm pits, and behind the knees. They usually feel small. If these nodes are easy to feel and large, they should be checked out by your veterinarian. Except for the obvious, a lot of cancers cannot be detected physically. If your pet is showing signs of listlessness, vomiting, diarrhea, or constipation, these can be signs of cancer. However, these symptoms can be signs of other diseases, too.

Most cancers can be detected by biopsy, x-ray or MRI, ultrasound, and/or blood workup. Benign tumors can be removed surgically and recovery is usually quick. Most benign tumors, such as the lipoma, can be taken care of with surgical removal. Lipoma is a common fatty tumor that can be felt under the skin. They do not grow fast and are soft. When they become large and unsightly, they can be removed. Some pets develop many of these lipomas and require extensive surgery. A convenient time for removal of these tumors is when your pet is having his dental exam and cleaning because he is already under anesthesia.

With malignant tumors, the prognosis is not that good. Most malignancies can be treated with surgical removal followed by chemotherapy. The chemotherapy can last for a few months. Treatment in animals is similar to that in humans, along with the side effects also being similar.

In dealing with malignant tumors in your pet, you must make a decision on whether to put your pet through the recommended treatment and decide whether you think this will improve his or her quality of life. I have seen some pets with leukemia’s regress and go into remission. I have also seen the treatments make the pet worse or not improve their quality of life. Cost is also a factor one has to consider. I have seen clients spend $15,000 to $20,000, with their pet living only an extra six months to a year. However, that is equivalent to six to seven years in dog or cat longevity.

Talk to your veterinarian oncologist or general practitioner and look at all the options. The prognosis on some tumors is not good at all and we should not get our hopes up too high.

Remember, a lump or bump will likely have a better outcome when treated early rather than waiting. Also, surgery is less extensive when tumors are found and treated early. Cancer therapy has come a long way in veterinary medicine. Consult with a veterinary oncologist to better understand your options, cost, and outcome.

Happy Travels,
Dr. John P. Pilarczyk

Dr. Pilarczyk practiced veterinary medicine for 36 years in Tampa, Florida. He and his wife, Kay, travel most of the year in their 2007 Phantom.
Inman’s Answers

As the editor of “Serious Tech Talk,” Danny Inman, 36-year veteran with Tiffin Motorhomes, invites your questions.

Please use the attached postcard and send your questions about your motorhome and its operation, especially those questions that may be useful to all of our readers. If you need more space, address your letter to:

Danny Inman
Roughing It Smoothly
3619 East Highway No. 80
Monroe, GA 30656-1738

Danny would also like to hear your ideas, suggestions, and innovations that would make our motorhomes more useful and functional. If you have a photograph to send, please put the postcard and photo in an envelope and send it to the same address. Please send a SAIE if you would like for us to return your photographs, disk files, and manuscript.

We look forward to seeing this column grow larger with each issue. For answers to urgent questions and problems, call the Parts and Service number at 236-356-0261.

Inman

Dear Danny...

We have a 2003 Phaeton which we purchased new from Kings Campers in Waussau, Wisconsin. We have lived in it full time since December 2006 and have traveled many miles on U.S. highways. When the brakes split, the drawers fall down. I have replaced most brackets in the motorhome at least once and some twice. It is very inconvenient to get parts when we are traveling. I suggest you change to a metal bracket which will not increase the cost of the motorhome more than $100.00 and it would save everyone a lot of grief.

We have compared our motorhome with more expensive units and the Phaeton has it hands down over most of them. Most of the things we would change in our rig have already been changed in the newer Phaetons.

Richard C. Inman
Inman, Wisconsin

I have a 2006 Allegro Bay on a Freightliner chassis that we bought new. It has a ringing sound that develops from 35 mph to 65 mph. The best way to describe the sound is between a high pitched ring or bell. The noise increases with speed and fades out above 70 mph. I don’t believe it to be the turbo because only air flow thru the grill seems to affect it. I have traced it to somewhere in the front left corner of the coach. While my wife drove down the freeway I crawled under the dash and tried to locate the noise. After some crawling and strange looks from truckers, it appears to be coming from under the brake pedal area. It has been doing it since we new. I will try the cardboard behind the grill trick to see if it has any effect. If you have heard of anyone else with this model having the same noise please let me know.

Dan Slophey
Wilton, California

Dear Dan,

This is a problem we have had in the past. We have found that the noise is sometimes caused by the grill itself (see RJS, vol. 6, no. 4, pages 54-55). Using the cardboard to trace what the airflow is striking is the best way to find and stop the noise.

I purchased a 2005 Allegro Open Road a few months ago on a Workhorse chassis. Due to health problems, it is still sitting in the garage. Hopefully, next month we will begin using it. Stopped by the local dealer, and he gave me a current copy of Roughing It Smoothly. Very nice. I called in and registered my coach, and found out about the refrigerator recall and got it fixed immediately. Thank you very much.

I read the letter about the door stud. A friend ripped his skin open on mine. Look at the stud on a new Corvette. It has a guard over it with rounded edges. I don’t think it is possible to cut yourself on this one. Another idea, make the end like a ball, and next to the door, machine a couple of flat places for a wrench to tighten the stud.

Norm Lajo
Reedley, California

Dear Norm,

This problem has been called to our attention several times recently. We have passed your idea along to engineering and we will try to make a modification soon.

I have a 2006 Allegro Bay on a Freightliner chassis that we bought new. It has a ringing sound that develops from 35 mph to 65 mph. The best way to describe the sound is between a high pitched ring or bell. The noise increases with speed and fades out above 70 mph. I don’t believe it to be the turbo because only air flow thru the grill seems to affect it. I have traced it to somewhere in the front left corner of the coach. While my wife drove down the freeway I crawled under the dash and tried to locate the noise. After some crawling and strange looks from truckers, it appears to be coming from under the brake pedal area. It has been doing it since we new. I will try the cardboard behind the grill trick to see if it has any effect. If you have heard of anyone else with this model having the same noise please let me know.

Dan Slophey
Wilton, California

Dear Dan,

This is a problem we have had in the past. We have found that the noise is sometimes caused by the grill itself (see RJS, vol. 6, no. 4, pages 54-55). Using the cardboard to trace what the airflow is striking is the best way to find and stop the noise.

I purchased a 2005 Allegro Open Road a few months ago on a Workhorse chassis. Due to health problems, it is still sitting in the garage. Hopefully, next month we will begin using it. Stopped by the local dealer, and he gave me a current copy of Roughing It Smoothly. Very nice. I called in and registered my coach, and found out about the refrigerator recall and got it fixed immediately. Thank you very much.

I read the letter about the door stud. A friend ripped his skin open on mine. Look at the stud on a new Corvette. It has a guard over it with rounded edges. I don’t think it is possible to cut yourself on this one. Another idea, make the end like a ball, and next to the door, machine a couple of flat places for a wrench to tighten the stud.

Norm Lajo
Reedley, California

Dear Norm,

This problem has been called to our attention several times recently. We have passed your idea along to engineering and we will try to make a modification soon.

This e-mail involves questions I have about the field representative system. I’m a pretty good Tiffin customer having owned three Allegro Buses since 2003. I was unaware of the field representative system until an Allegro Club Rally in Oregon in June 2009. Because my Bus was the last motorhome seen on the last day, the field rep was only able to repair a window shade. At that time plans were made to have a number of items repaired, hopefully by September 2009.

As of this writing none of the repairs have been completed and the hope is that my local rep will begin work on May 7. I was told there have been long delays due to scheduling conflicts and excessive work loads. If any of the items that needed work had disabled the coach, I would have been unable to use my motorhome for close to one year.

My questions are these. Should an owner rely on the field representatives or look elsewhere for service on their motorhomes? By starting the process with the reps I have delayed going to another facility and getting the work done. What is a reasonable expectation for how long it should take for a rep to get to a Tiffin motorhome? I am now and have been happy with my choice of a Tiffin motorhome. But I believe that for the field representative system to be of any value to the owner, the system may need a re-evaluation and revision to improve its functionality.

William Alan Richardson
Discovery Bay, California

Dear William,

Field representatives were established because of the distance between the Tiffin Service Center in Red Bay and the western states. Our first purpose for the field reps is to train and assure our western service centers. It is in your best interests to first contact the Tiffin service center nearest your home and allow them to solve the problems. If they need assistance, they will involve the Tiffin field representative.

Dear Bill,

The Triple Vision monitor used in the Allegro has this feature built into the monitor itself. It is not a matter of changing the wiring externally.

We have a 2008 Phaeton 40QTH with three TV’s inside and one outside. Our satellite dish has two outputs. One goes to the forward TV receiver box and the other goes to the bedroom TV receiver box in the forward compartment. It has two receivers allowing you to view one channel while recording another. To use this feature, both of the satellite outputs need to go to the forward box.

Suggestion: How is the second satellite output cable routed to the bedroom? Can I get it to without ripping out the ceiling? I would like to reroute it to the forward box.

Dear Norm,

This problem has been called to our attention several times recently. We have passed your idea along to engineering and we will try to make a modification soon.

I have a 2009 Allegro Bus 40QSP, serial number 5VBBA67A59A112444. I would like to be able to control the side view cameras without having to use the turn signal lever. I read in RJS the article about the Allegro 34TGA having push button selection for the cameras.

Would the switch and a wiring diagram be available for my motorhome?
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Suggestion: How is the second satellite output cable routed to the bedroom? Can I get it to without ripping out the ceiling? I would like to reroute it to the forward box.

Dear Norm,

This problem has been called to our attention several times recently. We have passed your idea along to engineering and we will try to make a modification soon.

I have a 2009 Allegro Bus 40QSP, serial number 5VBBA67A59A112444. I would like to be able to control the side view cameras without having to use the turn signal lever. I read in RJS the article about the Allegro 34TGA having push button selection for the cameras.

Would the switch and a wiring diagram be available for my motorhome?
corner to where you have your DVR. For the
last two years, we have been providing a splitter in the rear of the cabinet that houses the entertainment center. There is a label on the cable for use with your DVR. You will then hook your bedroom TV into your primary receiver connected to TV1. This means that the bedroom and front TVs will view the same program.

There are two things I would like to see added to Tiffin motorhomes. First, clothes hangers made with a snap-close circle to fit on the clothes rod to prevent clothes from jumping off the closet rack. For the 2011 models of the Zeephyr and the Allegro Bus, Tiffin will offer a safe in the rear closet as an option.

I have a 2005 Allegro Open Road. Are the decals replaceable? How do I remove the ones that are peeling and install new ones? J. R. Allen Punta Gorda, Florida

Dear J. R.,
The decals are replaceable and the Tiffin parts and service department has replace-
decals available. The most difficult part is getting the old decals off the fiberglass. The decals come off in small pieces. We recommend that you take it to a profes-
sional shop for removal and replace-
ment. Many owners opt to paint the fiber-
glass with the same pattern of the decals.

When I start my 2005 Allegro Bay, the electric window on the driver’s door, the hydraulic jack buzzer, and the rear came-
do not function. After a period of time, they start to work. I also note that the automatic AC does not work when this happens — then at other times it works fine. It seems as though I have an electric problem, but the service is not continuous. Any ideas how to solve this problem?

Ralph W. D’Agostini
Lincoln, California

Dear Ralph,
The problem is probably caused by a solenoid mounted under the hood that powers these items when the ignition switch is turned on. The solenoid is sticking intermittently which accounts for the components beginning to work after a short period of time.

On my 2007 Allegro Bus, the paint bub-
bled around both exterior furnace vents. I am wondering if this is a common problem. Would some kind of gasket prevent this from happening on my 2010 Bus?

In volume 7, number 2 of Roughing It
Simpson recommends using Merry Moppings Advantage Protec-
tive film rather than wax for new motorhomes and to wash the motorhome with vinegar and baby shampoo. Can these products be used on the Diamond Shield protec-
tive film on the front of the motorhome?

Jerry Brant
Stoystown, Pennsylvania

Dear Jerry,
The bubbling around the 2007 Bus fur-
nace vents has not been an issue we have had to deal with that often. We are not using a gasket, but we are mounting them differently on the 2010 which will hopefully prevent this problem in the future.

The products recommended by Mary Findley for the clearance finish can be used on the Diamond Shield protective film.

We have a 2005 Phaeton and we trav-
el quite a bit in the winter months. The chassis heater does not put out sufficient heat to get the cabin area warm. Other than running the furnace for a short time, is there any way to increase the heater output? It seems like the temperature output at the vent outlets in the dash is very low. Is it possible that there is a heat loss from the engine to the heater core because of the distance between the two? Could these lines be insulated to reduce the heat loss?

Larry Bloomquist
Lampe, Missouri

Dear Larry,
The diesel engines in winter use run at a lower temperature than most vehicles with a gas engine. You do lose heat as the cool-
ant circulates from the engine to the heat-
er core. The line runs inside the chassis rail in the basement area of the motorhome, which gives it protection from the outside elements. It would be very difficult to in-
ulate this line continuously from back to front. The output temperature of the dash heat, if it is operating properly, should be between 120 and 130 degrees. The dash heater should be producing approximately 9,500 BTUs whereas the furnace in the motorhome will produce 35,000 BTUs. Although the automotive heater will keep the cabin warm in moderately cold weather, you will have to run the furnace when you have sub-freezing weather.

Dear Sam & Deezy,
I have a 2009 Phaeton 40QTH. The Xan-
tree operator’s manual talks about equal-
izing the house batteries. (1) Does Interstate Batteries recom-
mend equalization? And, if so, how do you do it? (2) How do you isolate the 12-volt
system? (3) How do you lubricate the hydraulic slides on the passenger side?

Donald Borey
Gonzales, Louisiana

Dear Donald,
(1) Interstate Batteries on their website recommends equalization. However, you must observe several precautionary steps which both Interstate and Xantrex rec-
ommend. Anything connected to 12-volt service could be damaged by the equal-
ization procedure. If you decide to do this, read and carefully take all of the steps rec-
ommended by your inverter manufacturer.

(2) You can isolate your 12-volt system by using the 12-volt disconnect switch on the panel at the entry door.

(3) The rollers and gears in the HWH hydraulic slide system are made of high-
density plastic and will never need lubri-
cation. In fact, HWH tells us that lubrica-
tion will attract grit and dirt and cause the components to wear out.

We have a 2008 Allegro Bus purchased in October 2008. Two issues:

(1) We have stocked the washer and
dryer. The outside flap on the dryer vent makes enough noise at night when the wind is blowing to wake us. I have to get out of bed, get the ladder and tape, go outside and tape it shut. It would be nice if there was a cable or some device inside to secure the flap.

(2) The gray water drain is very slow. Is there any way to remedy this?

Sam & Deee Williams
Simborsa, Louisiana

Dear Sam & Deee,
(1) Most hardware stores sell adhesive backed cabinet door cushion buttons. These small buttons will probably work best and solve your problem.

(2) In the infrastructure of the coach under the floor, the black tank is in the lower position of the two waste tanks. The 3-inch ABS drain for the black tank is a straight drop down through the blade valve into the exterior waste line.

Obviously, you need the widest drain pos-
sible to get semi-solid waste out without possible blockage. Notice that you do not have a lot of vertical space in the utility bay to accommodate a longer 3-inch ABS coming out of the black tank into which another 3-inch ABS drain for the grey water would be connected. In order to design a joint valve system into the small verti-
cal space, the plumbing design engineers found that a 1.5-inch ABS waste drain for the grey was the largest pipe that they could join in at that point. Sorry for your frustration. I’m sure standing there wait-
ing for it to finish is about like watching grass grow.

The new 2010 Allegro Bus with the Pow-
erglide chassis is the best motorhome we’ve had! The new system of all the TVs and direct satellite being wired together overwhelms us at times.

(1) When we use the remotes, all the
TVs come on or off. The surround sound only functions when the mid-section TV is in use, correct?
Serious Tech Talk

(2) Can we get some explanation on how to properly operate all or just one TV without them all going on or off from the same remote?

Thanks for all your help. Mr. Bob knows how pleased we are with this coach.

Steve & Cynthia Ecton
Heber Springs, Arkansas

Dear Steve & Cynthia,

(1) Yes, that is correct. The surround sound will only accept one signal input which is from the mid-section TV only.

(2) The Panasonic DVD surround sound Viera link must be turned off. You may stop all the TVs from working as one by putting the Viera link in the OFF position. Also there is a remote control operational instruction sheet available from your dealer or the Tiffin Motorhomes Parts Department.

We are full-timers, having bought a new 2010 Allegro Bus 43-ft. in January. We keep looking for problems to justify a trip to Red Bay, but the coach is perfect! But here are a couple of questions:

(1) What is the best way to protect clearcoat when washing the coach? Are the car wash solutions with wax in them okay? Is a “California duster” okay?

(2) Must the two satellite receivers be high definition? We are fine with standard TV reception. Thanks, Danny. We really enjoy your column every quarter.

Fred Saltore
Weatherford, Texas

Dear Fred,

(1) With respect to protecting the clearcoat, please read the article by Mary Finley in vol. 7, no. 2, regarding proper methods for cleaning the exterior of your coach. Do not use a high pressure washer up close to get rid of heavy dirt accumulation. You can use it to do a clear water rinse if you are several feet away from the fiberglass. Yes, it is okay to use the California duster.

(2) Yes, the receivers must be high definition. All Tiffin coaches since 2008 have been wired for HDTV. They are also equipped with the HD off air antenna for all of your local channels. Directv.com is now offering FREE HD channel upgrade for life with your subscription.

I have a 2003 Phaeton with a 330 CAT diesel. My generator is an Onan Quiet Diesel 7500. The generator was working fine when suddenly it just shut down. I have not been able to start it again. My fuel tank is ¾ full and the coolant and oil are at proper levels. I took it to an Onan dealer for service and it run fine with an external fuel supply. It will not start or run with the coach’s fuel line connected to it. I have enclosed a copy of the Onan technician’s test results.

Jim Happgood
Turlock, California

Dear Jim,

There is a fuel filter inside the generator. There is also an inline filter between the generator and the fuel tank that may have never been changed. It is located behind the generator next to the chassis rail. This filter can either be discarded or replaced. This is an item which we have found not to be a necessity.

I have a 2006 Allegro Bay 37DB front engine diesel. When I use the furnace in the bedroom, the vent under the closet gets so hot it burns if you touch it. What’s the cure for this?

Mike Nelson
Shreveport, Louisiana

Dear Mike,

The rear vent on this unit is the closest to the furnace compared to any of the other vents. You can take off the vent cover and add four or five feet of furnace duct to allow the air to cool down more before it comes out of the rear vent.

I have a 2003 Allegro Bay 35DB with $3,000 miles on it. Over the past three or four years some serious squeaks and rattles have developed. Recently, a lot of the foam between the chassis rails and the floor has worked out. I cannot say for certain this is the cause of the squeaks and rattles, but certainly the foam was put there for a purpose. Is there a feasible way to fix this?

Second, in the hallway between the refrigerator and bathroom something seems to be working its way up through the tile. It has broken the tile, but has not actually come through. It has been noticeable to our bare feet for several years, but it is now visible to the eye. What do you think is happening? The break is about the size of a penny and is raised up about an eighth of an inch.

Johnnie Dekle
Louisville, Georgia

Dear Johnnie,

I am not sure exactly where the foam is coming from that you have noticed. Without being there to trace it, I can’t be much help on this one. Squeaks and rattles are going to originate from the rough roads that we drive. They simply shake things loose and we have to track them down individually.

The second item is most likely a screw head that is working up underneath the vinyl tile. You will have to remove the tile and reseat the screw. If you break the tile and it cannot be used again, hopefully you will be able to find a matching replacement tile.

In May 2008 my wife and I took delivery of our special-order 2008 Allegro Bus 43QRP. I have two questions for you:

As a part of the special order, we got 8 gel-type batteries instead of the standard batteries usually supplied. I notice that the battery charge monitor on the wall in the hallway consistently shows a voltage somewhere between a low of 13.6 and a high of 14.1, and the reading usually stays in the high end of that range. My question is: is that voltage within normal operating range and is the 14.1 reading too high?

Is it normal for the water pump to run continuously when the water hose is connected to shore supply? We do not leave the pump on, but once in a while hit the ON switch by mistake and immediately turn it back to the OFF position. Meanwhile, we notice the sound of the pump running. I have deliberately checked by turning the switch in the utility bay on and find that the pump continues to run until the switch is turned off.

Thanks and keep up the good work. We read your column regularly and find it to be both interesting and helpful.

Don & Karen Little
Tuscola, Texas

Dear Don & Karen,

The monitor in the hallway is the solar panel monitor. It should have two functions: it shows voltage in the motorhome and also the output of the solar panel. With full battery power when you are plugged in to shore power, running your generator, or running your engine, voltage should read between 13.3 and 14.2.

Dear Don & Karen,

The surround sound will only accept one signal input which is from the mid-section TV only.
(1) While traveling some areas with “not-so-smooth” roads, we heard some annoying rattling coming from the front area on the driver’s side. While Charlie drove, I got down on my knees and lifted the forward edge of the slide cover where I saw two white plastic rollers which are free to rattle and spin when the slide-out is not deployed. The only things I could find in the coach that were long enough and thin enough to wedge under the rollers were two wire-handle fly swatters. After I pushed the wire handles under the rollers, NO MORE RATTLE! So now, while we are on the road, there has to be something under there to keep them from jiggling. So I continue to use my fly swatters until there is a better solution. Any suggestions?

(2) After reading in RVS “Tech Talk” about the leak problem around the bed slide-out, we experienced the same problem. I happened to see sunlight shining through on the floor on the right side of the bed. I looked and you could see through to the outside. At the bottom of the slide-out box along the side edges, there is an exterior metal angle structural strip that is not flush with the floor of the slide-out box. It is just thick enough to prevent the rubber gasket from making a perfect seal along the bottom of the box. The gap allows water to seep in during a blowing rain. Have you got a retro-fit suggestion to fix this problem?

(3) Our Phaeton came with a king-size “Memory Foam” mattress. We thought that was pretty cool until we tried to buy a mattress cover and sheets to fit it. “King-size” in the RV world is not the same as “King-size” in the residential world. Everything is way too big. Is there a special supplier where you can purchase mattress cover and sheets to fit RV king and queen sizes?

Bruce & Norma Larsen • Scappoose, Oregon

Jim Lieber • Lantana, Texas
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Golden Village Palms RV Resort was the luxurious setting for a delightful three-day rally in April for Tiffin Motorhome owners. The resort is located in Hemet, which is very near the picturesque Temecula “Wine Country,” with Los Angeles about an hour’s drive away to the northwest.

While there are many interesting and beautiful places to see and things to do in the area, rally-goers found themselves busy enjoying the activities and the fellowship of other Tiffin owners right in the campground.

Most of Monday was dedicated to registration. Mike Thompson RV in the Los Angeles area sponsored a “Meet and Greet” Mixer in the afternoon, with a new motorhome display open for viewing the most recent models straight from the factory. The delicious evening meal was also sponsored by Mike Thompson RV, with Orientation by Allegro Club President Jimmy Johnson being held before the meal was served.

After a robust breakfast on Tuesday morning, most of the day was given to seminars. Representatives from several different phases of the motor home industry (including Onan generators, Triple H Electronics, Sharp Convection Microwave Cooking) offered information packed presentations.

A Scavenger Hunt was organized and began on Tuesday morning. After lunch participants enjoyed refreshments while viewing a quilt trunk show in the clubhouse.

Tuesday night’s dinner was Western-themed, with participants being encouraged to dress in Cowboy/Cowgirl attire. The California Cowboys Band delighted the audience after dinner with country-western favorites.

Again breakfast was provided on Wednesday followed by games in the extraordinary facilities of the RV Resort. Rally attendees participated in a shuffleboard tournament and a pool tournament with both players and spectators having a great time!

After lunch on Wednesday the afternoon was filled with a ladderball tournament and a dessert social at the Mike Thompson RV Display. Following the farewell meal in the evening, The Delta Sonics from Denver, Colorado, were the featured entertainers.

Thursday morning a “Grab ‘n Go” breakfast was provided before the check-out deadline at 11:00 a.m.

Although this was a short rally, the consensus opinion was that it was a very successful one. The exceptional resort facilities, the warm hospitality of Allegro Club staff and Mike Thompson RV personnel along with the proximity to many exciting and interesting places set the tone for the rally. The delicious catered meals, fun games and information-packed seminars completed the package to make this rally one to remember fondly. Additionally, rally attendees seized the opportunity to meet and talk with Tiffin Motorhomes Founder and CEO Bob Tiffin and his wife, Judy, as they dropped in for a visit during the rally.

If you have not attended an Allegro Club or Tiffin Motorhome rally, please consider doing so in the future. Many new friendships are formed as we have fun roughing it smoothly!
No Reservation Required...

Whether you’re interested in a weekend getaway or getting away every day of the year, the RV lifestyle offers flexibility and convenience. Let Spartan Chassis take you where you want to go.

spartanchassis.com